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Introduction
This is a book of essays written by the group of Akita International University students
who participated in the 2012-2013 Winter Semester, Project-Based-Learning course on
Folk Culture in Japan. The focus of our study was the Yamahage of Akita Prefecture.
Each winter, men dressed in straw masks and capes in Akita Prefecture, known
as Yamahage, visit the homes of each community member, seeking to frighten the
children who live in each of them. The children, always in fear and horror answer the
Yamahage’s questions of ” Will you obey your parents?”, “Will you get good grades?”
etc. with acquiescence. In return for ensuring the good conscience of their children,
parents in each home offer the Yamahage sake and treats for the rest of their travels.
The tradition repeats itself each year and the children who were once frightened become
the Yamahage themselves.
As a class, we had the unique opportunity of becoming the Yamahage,
ourselves: we travelled through the snow, wore the masks, drank the sake and scared
the children. This was the way in which we were able to study this tradition. Along with
it, we explored the issues and theories surrounding the general nature of folk culture
and Japanese folklore. This book summarizes our thoughts throughout the semester. We
hope you enjoy.

The PBL team

Fig 1. PBL members as Yamahage
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I. Sixteen Theses on Folk Culture
Brandon Guichard

To begin a book centered on a specific form of folklore, it is imperative to first come
to terms with what it means for a certain phenomenon to be deemed “folk.” Or more
simply, “what is folklore?” One topic discussed in the beginning of this chapter is the
idea that folklore is usually the amalgamation of stories, mythology, practices and art
forms inherited from regions and times other than where and when the folk culture is
experienced. This essay will be comprised in the same way. I draw from the ideology
of Marxism to the philosophy of Immanuel Kant; all the way Michael Kurtiz’s film
Casablanca1, as well as the many folklorists who have contributed to their field. Once
we have come to some understand of what it means for a tradition or form of art to be
considered “folk” we will engage in the dialectics of folk culture preservation. Hold on.
Marxism vs. Folk Culture
A Definition and Debate on Temporality
If we look in the folklore section of a library we may come across books with titles such
as American Folklore Companion, Afro-American Folktales, The Folklore of Japan,
The Development of Soviet or Irish or English Folkloristics, etc. What we find among
all the titles is that the folklore being studied is usually capable of being summarized
by one term, name, or better yet, one type of people. In the past century, the study of
folklore has grown in academic popularity and as with all historical inquiry, it may
very well be from the idea that we believe, and rightly so, that the study of our past
and those who had their hand in shaping it, will tell us something about who we are
as a people, today. But the notion that we may find something out about ourselves by
looking into the traditions of those who came before us is founded on the idea that we
have some psychological relationship with the past, which is to say, that our psyche
shares common components with the psyche of those who came before us: perhaps
because we occupy similar geographic regions or because we share similar emotional
and instinctual make up. Only with this idea in mind do we begin to study the cultural
objectification of a people from the past, ie. tradition and ritual, song and dance,
temples and shrines.
We may also note that, even more than with those in the past, we share a certain
psychological connection with our contemporaries in the present: with the ones we
share similar languages with, the ones we dress like, and learn like, and love like. These
shared psychological states are present within our common collective consciousness,
and the collectivity within the consciousness of a group is the cause for the distinction
we make between referring to a group of individuals as, simply, people, and what we
commonly refer to as the people. And it should be noted that “the people” is the very
etymological and German root of the word, folk. So then, the foundation of the term
1
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“folk” connotes a set of customs and tradition made by the people to be experienced
by the people, or simply, those set of customs created by a common collective
consciousness.
However, in reading the texts on folkloristics, we tend to find a group of
preconditions or necessary guidelines one community must embody in order to be
deemed a “folk society.” Let us briefly examine a summary of those conditions set out
by the respected folklorist Robert Redfield:
In a descriptive sense he finds folk societies to be small, isolated, nearly selfsufficient groups homogeneous in race and custom. Their component parts are
closely interdependent, personal relationships are face-to-face, technology is
simple and division of labor is slight. The family plays a large part in societal
institutions, the sanctions which govern conduct are predominantly sacred,
piety is emphasized, and ritual is highly developed and expresses vividly the
wishes and fears of the people. Such a society is relatively immobile, change
is slow, the ways of life form a single web of interrelated meanings, and
habits of members tend to correspond to custom. The total list characterizes a
hypothetical ideal society.2
Before we asses these conditions, keep in mind that current folkloristic studies
emerged as a study of those cultures which were pre-Industrial Revolution 3 . Focus
has never been directed on contemporary cultures, which is to say, the term has always
been temporally limited. Why is this so? In the pre-industrial era we see forms of
communities and culture radically different in their mental and physical production
than we see now. Only in the 15th or 16th century did the printing press become a viable
option of expressing oneself through written word to a large audience of people. By
the 17th century, transportation via boats developed to the point of allowing people to
share with the world what they had written, thus, allowing people to travel to distant
lands, exchange letters and books to people of different races and ethnicities, all at an
unprecedented level. This era of the rapid expansion of writing and communication is
often referred to as the Republic of Letters.
Before the printing press though, most stories, songs and fairytales were
transmitted orally from one person to another, and before the advancement of
shipping technology the tales and songs were only shared with those people one
had direct geographical connection with. A common consciousness will always
exist among a group of common people, yet the way in which this collectivity is
expressed and objectified depends on the social constructs and technologies available
at the time. Therefore when Redfield says that the folk require small, isolated, selfsufficient, societies with personal face-to-face relationships, implying that these are
what constitute collectivism among people he is perhaps confusing the cause with
the effect. It may rather be the case that Redfield’s conditions do not necessarily
2
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render collectivism but rather that collectivism was previously only capable of being
expressed through these conditions. After the Republic of Letters or the Industrial
Revolution, the social conditions and constructs may have drastically changed, but the
collective consciousness hardly disappeared, merely expressed in a new way, through
new mediums and technologies. Therefore, unlike some notions within folkloristics,
modernity and the technology and social institutions that accompany it, do not
eliminate the Folk, they merely change the conditions in which the Folk is capable of
manifesting itself. Any of the other concepts listed above can be seen not as the causes
of collectivity but rather the expressions of it. For example, face-to-face contact, issued
by Redfield and other folklorists only as a sort of tangible proof that groups of people
were psychologically interconnected, is not a necessary precondition for psychological
connectivity. This is easily seen in our modern world of vast intercontinental and
geographic communication, some of which is still “face to face,”4 only rendered
through the medium of digital space instead of three-dimensional space. Therefore it
seems that it must be the case that folk culture is not temporally limited and can be
found and studied in the present, in the urban areas of New York City to the suburbs
that surround it, to the digital sphere which connects them both.
Devil’s Advocate
This theory seems okay at first, but what if modern conditions in society such as
technology and economy have the capacity to diminish the collective consciousness of
a people to a point of hardly any connectivity? Can we still say that in the future the
cultures and sub-cultures that define us as a people may be considered in the same way
as the Afro-American slave folklore or the rural Japanese folk? Are we, perhaps, living
in a time where common collectivism is not possible? For if this is the case, then the
term folk is justifiably attributed to societies and conditions of the past, and the past
only.
To illustrate one example of how this may be true I turn to 19 th century
philosopher and economist Karl Marx, most known for his role in developing
Communism, but whose writings are chiefly centered on the subject of Capitalism, the
economic system present in most of the world today.
Marx makes a claim that collective consciousness5 can either be created or
hindered or absolutely abolished by the conditions a group of people face within the
workplace.
Marx, in his 1844 Economic and Philosophical Manuscript, claims that
anything produced through human labor is the objectification of the person or group
who produced it. For Marx this is what sets Man aside from other animal species: the
way in which he6 can produce: he may produce not only for himself and for his current
4
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needs but for the entire world, not only for the present but for the future, and with the
rise in what is deemed “fake-lore” it seems he is even having his hand at the production
of the past. In any case, the method in which the materials of a society are created, for
Marx, effect the creation themselves, as well as the mentality of those who are involved
in the process.
One of Marx’s central themes in his Manuscript revolves around a condition
Redfield puts forth in his definition of Folk: the division of labor in regard to the
collective conscious. Marx’s critique of Capitalism originally came from the way in
which those who worked in factories were being exploited on account of the nature of
their tasks and the conditions of their work. He thought it dehumanizing for someone
to work in a factory for 16 hours a day performing the same menial task over and over
and at the end of the week receive a wage that reflected the hours he dehumanized
himself. The critique comes from the idea that the same basic movements of the body
in an assembly line first, denigrate the body and mind and second, alienate the producer
from what he is producing. That is to say, the creativity unique to humans and their
aforementioned capacity of objectification are denied their existence. For example,
if a man is working in an assembly line, and his job is to attach one piece of wood to
another, repeatedly, he may go throughout his entire day, or even week not knowing
what he is producing. Therefore, when the product is finished (say it is a table) and set
out into the world beyond the factory, the man who had a hand in making the product
no longer feels any relationship to it, he does not see himself in his work; he is no
longer objectified in his production and the outside world becomes alien to him. He
becomes a stranger in his own home or town or city.
The effect in regard to folk culture is that collectivity precedes folk culture.
Well according to Marx, under the conditions of such forms of Capitalism there can
be relatively little of it. Moreover, Marx also believes that while man is alienated from
the products he creates through the division of labor, he also becomes alienated from
himself.7 He is no longer capable of employing his creative spirits to indulge in the
artistic realm of life and creative self-expression. Furthermore, if one man is alienated
from himself; if his identity has been blurred between a man and a machine, between
conscious creature and a conscious cog, he must also be alienated from his fellow man,
and this cannot lead to collectivism; it can hardly lead to individualism.
To conclude, this argument: before this division of labor, we may say that man
more successfully was capable of objectifying himself through his labor, what Marx
claims to be the axiom of all society. If this is the case, then man had more collective
unity before the introduction of factories and assembly lines and therefore his cultural
products differed in a symmetrically consistent way. So our basic line of reasoning is as
follows: If the conditions of production are so radically different in a Capitalist system
than in a pre-Capitalist system, we may concede that the products created in the past,
or the materialization of culture is so radically different in its ability to reflect “the
people” it deserves its own specification, its own term: in this case, Folk. What is more
7
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radical about Marx’s assumption is the notion that the economic base affects not only
a certain class or division of people in their ability to objectify themselves, instead, the
economic base affects the whole of society. The postmodern thinkers who succeeded
Marx apply his idea of commodity fetishism, where commodities take more importance
than people, to every aspect of human life. If the products of our human labor are all
commodified and those who produce them, themselves are commodified, it does not
follow that the products are capable of springing from the sentiments of a collective
conscious. It is rather the case, that they derive from collective economic forces in place
whose sole aim is the accumulation of capital through the circulation of the commodity.
But can we really apply this line of reasoning to our society today? Is it the case
that we are not capable of finding folklore, or what future generations may consider
folklore in modernity? Let us assess. First of all, it is extremely difficult to say that
that the effect of one idea or ideology, or in this case, economic system is capable of
reaching across an entire society, infesting every corner of culture and eliminating the
prospect for a communal consciousness. Albeit a brilliant and necessary critique of
Capitalism in the 19th century, Marx’s analysis of alienation seems only applicable to a
certain class of people in certain working conditions. Of course, we may concede that
these conditions exist today, especially in less developed countries, but even in those
countries it doesn’t seem that the collective consciousness is depleted to a point of
creative inability by the system. If anything it may have increased it. Moreover, it may
very well be the case that the conditions, which Marx feared, would alienate individuals
from the rest of society is the very thing which, today, allows them to connect to it. All
forms of communicative technology are distant granddaughters and grandsons of the
Industrial Revolution, which is the father of the working conditions Marx criticized.
Without it there would be no telephones, or computers or Internet or any real modern
forms of communication. The internet, like previously mentioned, allows us to connect
to those we would otherwise have no relation to, it creates a collectivism seen so clearly
from the internet message boards to the organization of the many social and political
protests happening right now across the world (note Egypt, Occupy Wall Street, etc).
This form of communication and interaction is also a form of collectivization
and one that is capable of accomplishing the nature of expression which categorizes
the precondition of past cultural expression generally deemed “folklore.” Consider
the method of finding love in most societies comfortably deemed folk where one must
perform some sort of ritual practice in order to bring about the comic attraction of their
future beloved. For example, in Scandinavian folklore a man must kill a starling, sew
its heart into a cloth then use the cloth to step on the toe of the girl he desires.8 Now
consider the internet chain letters, often found in email inboxes or on Facebook walls,
like the following:
Because you have opened this... you will get kissed on the nearest possible
Friday by the love of your life... if you don’t break the chain. Tomorrow will be
8
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the best day of your life. However, if you don’t send this to at least 10 people
by the stroke of midnight tonight you will be forever cursed in love. Just copy
and paste this. Good Luck!
It may appear at first that this example of an internet form of folklore maybe is far more
primitive and less creative than the folklore we find among the Scandinavians and so
on. We must keep in mind though, that folklore had primarily been the product of the
artistic sub-groups within the peasant or lower classes of a society. What modernity has
offered now is the capacity for nearly anyone or any group with access to a computer to
be rendered an artist, while providing them simultaneously with an outlet to publish or
share their art. It is my opinion that this form of culture on the internet—the mail trends,
the memes, the gifs, etc.—will be a topic of study in the folkloristics of generations to
come, similar and equally significant as those we read in the many books found in the
folklore section of the library today.
Psychoanalysis and Folk Culture
Psychoanalysis is the study of psychology that first posed the idea of the “unconscious
mind”. In contrast to the part of the mind we refer to when we say “I,” the conscious
mind, our Unconscious encompasses all of the infantile desires that we have repressed
throughout our human growth due to the necessity of cultural assimilation. This
necessity of assimilation represents itself within the individual as the moral center or,
what is called in psychoanalysis, the superego. Cultural assimilation, is therefore, not
something which confronts us from the outside: the cultural injunction to which an
individual is exposed are psychologically embodied by that individual and put into
practice as if the injunctions came not from one’s own personality. The provocative
thesis of psychoanalysis, applicable to folk culture, is the direct inversion of this
personification of cultural injunctions: it implies that the individual is not merely the
reflection of the society, but that society may be seen as a reflection of the function of
the individual, or more accurately, the individual psyche.9 Function is stressed here to
mean not merely that cultures are affected by individuals but that they mimic, in their
progression, the psychological progression of individuals.
If this is the case, we must know what psychoanalysis has to say about
the psyche’s functioning in individuals. First, with the notion that each individual
encompasses an Unconscious where his or her infantile, primitive or instinctual desires
reside, psychoanalysis posits that these desires constantly seek fruition within the
life of the individual. What prohibits the explicit realization of the unconscious is the
aforementioned morality encompassed by the individual from the society, usually
embedded through the medium of the family. In order to find fruition, a compromise
must be struck between the conscious and unconscious mind that allows the repressed
desires expression, only in a fashion which is capable of maintaining the individual’s
sense of morality or cultural expectation.
9
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Well noted within psychoanalysis is the theory of the Oedipal complex which
states: for a male child there exists in infancy the desire to sensuously connect with his
mother and terminate the obstacle to this desire, usually in the form of the father. Like
any other infantile desire, this desire must somehow find excpression in the individual.
So, what is the compromise? The commonly held notion is that men seek women who
resemble the nature of their mothers. This is to say, the emotive sensuality which was
directed towards the maternal figure is now safely redirected or projected onto a female
substitute. Both needs are satisfied: the expression of the unconscious and the reverence
of common morality. It should be noted that this widely cited example is not meant to
be taken at face value, for it is more than often the case that a male may intentionally
or subconsciously seek a beloved who is the direct antithesis of his mother. What
psychoanalysis posits, either way, is that the choice of the male is rooted in unconscious
desires stemming from the past.
So then, we may now intuit a new perspective on folklore, and perhaps, a new
interpretation of its role. In the same way the individual seeks methods to express his
unconscious through masquerading the origin of desire, so do societies create symbolic
outlets of unconscious expression through mythology, art, song, or simply the allencompassing: folklore. For example, Ernest Jones, in his essay “Psychoanalysis and
Folklore,” proposes the theory that the more difficult it is for an individual to come to
terms with his or her own previously experienced incestuous desire, the more personal
guilt that person experiences when confronted with the inevitable hardships in life.10
The reason for this being that the natural emotions resulting from the dialectic of
instinct and cultural injunction result in fear and anger which eventually culminate in
guilt. This guilt is typically referred to in religious language, simply, as “sin.” Jones
goes on to claim that there should be then no surprise that ceremonial rituals whose
concern is to ward off evil, normally supernatural, almost always involve sexual
symbolism, implying that “if only the person could dare to prove to himself that he
could commit incest, symbolically of course, without the dreaded punishment of guilt
ensuing, that very impunity would be the best reassurance imaginable against his fears.”
Which is to say, that if one is capable of enacting the aspects of the unconscious that are
not permitted by the social injunction of morality without the feeling of guilt, he or she
may overcome the manifestation of sin derived from the unconscious incest complex.
Another clear example of this symbolic expression may be found in the cultural
traditions, which involve masks which allow the individual to express the anger, rage,
hostility, or general aggressiveness through the medium of monster-like, or otherwise
frightening characters without the culpability normally incurred through public
expressions of these emotions. This is necessary for the individual and the society
according to Freud’s Civilization and It’s Discontent. In it, Freud locates the source of
the general discontent experienced by so many individuals in Europe at the time.11 This
is the same concern which Nietzsche, half a century earlier, expressed as “the staleness
10
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of European souls.” For Nietzsche as well as Freud, the source of this staleness was
the repression of certain instinctual desires, whether they be the instinct of aggression,
sexuality, or the will to power. Freud explicitly recognizes that social institutions,
in order to function, must mandate a sort of social contract between its citizens that
promises the repression of those instincts which threaten the very existence of society.
The constant feud between instinct and instruction leads the individual as well as the
society into a collective neurosis, and this idea is for some, an explanation for the
immense cruelty of some European states around the Second World War when Freud
wrote Civilization.
So then, this collective neurosis in folk societies may be symbolically expressed
in the form of ritual that alleviates the accumulation of unconscious content within the
society. Ritual, in this way, is then the expression of taboo: for example, in the same
way children’s games encourage the “slip up” of provocative language in the form of
tongue twisters. Consider the following:
I’m not the pheasant plucker, I’m the pheasant plucker’s mate,
And I’m only plucking pheasants ‘cause the pheasant plucker’s late.
I’m not the pheasant plucker, I’m the pheasant plucker’s son,
And I’m only plucking pheasants till the pheasant pluckers come.

Of course, the intention of the rhyme is clear, but the slip up and the pronunciation of
the provocative words are not an unfortunate outcome; they are the very reason for the
game: it is a social mechanism created for the expression of taboo.
What, then, are the effects of globalization and the technological advancements
of modernity on this perspective of the function of folklore? Consider this: through the
advent of digitalized ways of interacting , we have created an outlet for the expression
of secondary or augmented selves. This is easily seen through the Role Playing Games
of both computer and gaming consoles, and to a slightly lesser degree, the social
networking sites which allow users to express their appearance through personally
selecting or rejecting photos, etc.
The Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Zizek, who I will use more extensively later in
this chapter, claims that the advent of “second lives” is actually the realization of the
Gnostic dream. The dream, of course, being the separation of oneself from the physical
world and into a realm which is unimpeded by it: a spiritual, or in this case, a digital
plane of existence. It is then not the case that through the medium of these extra-reality
simulations that one expresses a second self but rather that one is capable of finally
expressing the self he or she long desired. This then, is the location where the individual
may express his unconscious desires without the attached guilt of explicit expression in
“reality.”
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Forms of Creativity within the Preservation of Folklore:
Our Encounter with Rollo May
Another function of folklore in regard to our current theory of psychoanalysis can be
seen specifically through the collective expression of folklore arts. We established the
idea that the lore a folk society produces may well be the symbolic expression of that
society’s underlying psychological wishes or collective neuroses. But it is also the
case that folklore may simultaneously serve as the cure to such neuroses through the
ventilation of the unconscious desires in a form that allows not only self-expression
but self-reflection. If we continue along the thought process that the society mimics the
individual in terms of psychological states and progressions and conversely, that the
individual represents the psychological state of the society at large, then we may look to
individual forms of psychotherapy and assess whether we are capable of applying it in
relation to a society at large.
The tendency to ventilate one’s anxieties in the form of symbolism may occur
within the normative actions of the individual but are usually more comprehensively
expressed through a medium outside of one’s everyday relations with his/her peers,
usually through the medium of creativity, which allows the transformation of anxiety
into artistry.
Art therapy is an emerging field within psychotherapy that embodies this idea
to the fullest. The art therapist allows his/her patient to creatively express themselves
through free association of thoughts expressed through drawing and painting while
keeping a collection of the patient’s art in order to analyze and show them certain
trends and peculiarities within their art. Commonly the anxiety of free will and the
behavioral restriction of the ego from self-realized autonomy manifests itself through
the use of one or two single colors in a piece of art, or a limited spectrum of forms,
or the use of only small spaces on the canvas. Other patterns correlate with other
anxieties, though to make a list of them would be a disservice to the understanding
of art therapy, as a correct and useful assessment of art can only be understood and
theorized if it is in relation to the one who created it. Such generalizations have led to
vast misunderstandings of psychoanalysis and psychology at large.
We may also look at the art produced by a society as the means by which it is
attempting to overcome its collective neurosis and in the case of folk culture, where
we find innumerable forms of festivals and participatory forms of art, the medium is
capable of allowing not only individual reflection of an objective form of creation but a
participatory role in the collective creation of self-psychotherapy. This also exemplifies
the necessity of the trajectory of culture mentioned earlier which stated that in order
for a group of materials to be considered folk they must have been created by the same
collective conscious which experiences them. If not, the individuals in the community
may participate in a form of collective objectivism which does not reflect their own
situation. This invariably leads to a new application of the folklore or its complete
dissolution.
Often we find the creativity of a society, in the form of folklore, shift from one
collective function to another. So often, as a product of tourism, we see certain forms
of art once created authentically by the people within a community superseded by
14

tourism and business who gain profit from its manufacturing. We can also see this quite
clearly in the case of rural communities losing population to larger cities, or developing
countries which use folklore as a source of necessary commerce in order to maintain
the well-being of their communities. When considered in this way we see a definite
shift in the form of creativity and the role for which it was created. Rollo May puts
forward a theory of creativity12 which we may draw inspiration from and apply here to
folk societies. Two forms of creativity may exist for a society or an individual: the first
being a creative act which is the product of an overwhelmingly emotional encounter
with reality, usually instigated by and unconscious disposition, or realization which
connects the subject to its object or rather dissolves the distinction between the two. It
is, therefore, directly associated with reality. The other, however, is a form of creativity
which is in its nature regressive due to its source being a compensation for a lacking of
stability experienced by the emotional core of an individual or society.
The lacking within rural societies is often a lack of youth, vitality, and
innovation, and when these three aspects are hard to find, there is usually an economic
shortcoming as well. In order to compensate, the society may produce commodities
relating to a certain folk tradition, such as replication of masks, reenactments of folk
dance, etc., but because they are only created as a compensation for some sort of lack
within the society we may say they exemplify May’s second form of creativity, that
which is, for May, regressive. The folklore produced for consumption or tourism no
longer becomes a means of expressing a collectively subjective experience grounded in
reality13, it is rather once removed and transmuted into the abstract. In this realm of the
abstract there no longer exists the connection between what has been created and the
circumstantial situation which necessitated the act of creation. In these cases we find
only the image of folklore, not the essence, for the artifacts created through the means
of such creativity are not suited to depict or reflect the past, for its sole purpose now lies
in the benefit of the present, which requires the adherence to social trends and economic
flows.
Lacan as Viewer of Casablanca
Casablanca as Story of Folklore Preservation14
The preservation of folklore is usually discussed in two distinct ways, focusing on
two different aspects of the preservation. The first is by making the moral claim that
a society must preserve their folklore in order to maintain their connection with the
past, which connotes their identity in the present. This discussion will only be lightly
addressed here. The other discussion takes this argument as a given and proceeds to
discuss the different ways in which folklore may be preserved: indicating the ideal
methods of preservation and the ways in which the preservation of folklore may
ultimately strip the lore of its essence and thus accomplish the opposite of its original
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purpose. I will focus on this discussion of preservation through the proposition that
only through a close observation of the dialectic which exists in the realm folklore
preservation can we reach any solid conclusions on the effect of preservation.
Let me present the argument against certain forms of preservation, usually found
in forms of tourism, claiming that modern forms of preservation lose the essence of the
folklore which was the primary cause of its existence. For example, the argument may
be made that presenting a performance of Japanese folk dance in a college auditorium
drastically changes the essence of the performance which originated as a ritualistic
blessing of warriors leaving for battle. The same may be said about puppet theatre in
traditional Japanese form and language where the current native speaker may only be
able to interpret half of what is said. Without the essence of the culture, its pragmatic
intentionality, the culture is wholly transmuted into a realm of images which serve no
other purpose than entertainment and a vague recall of individual aspects of what the
past may have looked like. In this way, the culture is not preserved, but transferred from
the realm of the real, where it existed prior to modernity, into the realm of the abstract.
The symbolic gesture of presenting folk culture to modern audiences, then, may not
be preservation in the strict sense, but a method of instituting or reinstituting norms
of modernity, or accomplishing general external motives only in the cloak of folklore
preservation.
The image of the folklore becomes just another image in a society defined by
our “accumulation of images”15 confused for reality. The simple preservation of folk art
or folk dances or folk images is not synonymous with the preservation of folk culture,
in the same way that the Coke slogan “enjoy” is not synonymous with the human
emotion of enjoyment. One is registered in the realm of symbolic the other in the realm
of the real. The confusion lies when we inadvertently confuse the symbolic for the real.
In order to preserve the culture of the past must we not preserve, also, the psychology
or general sentiment which was the purpose of its creation? If this is not the case then
any folklore would be replaceable for ones presented in any culture, meaning that only
the accumulations of fragmented images from the past tell us no more about our past
identity than fragmented pictures of the present.
The images of folk culture presented to us today may be able to underlie not the
psychology of the past which they are disenfranchised from but more so, the psychology
and ideology of the present. Jaques Lacan in his psychoanalytic exposition of the psyche
supplies us with two useful mechanisms in order to understand the accomplishment of
such a task. He presents the Freudian Ego Ideal and the Super Ego, only in a few new
ways. The Ego Ideal is defined as the symbolic status quo our ego attempts to live up
to or fulfill by abiding by its regulations, straying from its taboos and so on. The Ego
Ideal is the societal ideal of man within culture. The Superego is the necessary correlate
and opposite to the ego ideal, in that it drives us toward our passions, our otherwise
nihilistic desires and then, in a sense, mocks us for doing so, giving rise to our guilt.
The way the Lacanian model works within modernity can be seen everywhere in daily
15
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life, for instance in cinema. Slavoj Zizek provides us with a brilliant example of this in
his book “How to Read Lacan.” He refers to a scene in the movie Casablanca where:
Ilse Lund (Ingrid Bergman) comes to Rick Blaine’s (Humphrey Bogart’s) room
to try and obtain the letters of transit that will enable her and her Resistance
leader husband Victor Laszlo to escape from Casablanca to Portugal and then
to America. After Rick refuses to hand them over, she pulls a gun and threatens
him. He tells her: ‘Go ahead and shoot, you’ll be doing me a favour.’ She
breaks down and tearfully tells him the story of why she left him in Paris. By
the time she says: ‘If you knew how much I loved you, how much I still love
you,’ they are embracing in a close-up
The scene then cuts to a three-and-a-half second sky view image of a hospital building,
then back to the hotel room where Rick and Isle are fully clothed and conversing. The
question in everyone’s mind, according to Zizek is whether Ilse and Rick sexually
consummated their love or whether they didn’t. The brilliance of the scene is that it is
capable of stimulating two wholly different responses and interpretations among people
sitting directly next to each other in the same theatre. On the one hand, Zizek observes,
the bed linens appear untouched as if nothing occurred there, on the other hand the film
provides a series of cinematic symbolism that seem to imply that they did. The three
and a half second cut away is one of a phallic tower and once the shot returns to the
hotel room, Rick is smoking a cigarette as if the two characters indeed did have sex.
The scenes illuminate the significance and the order of operation of the Lacanian model
of Ego Ideal and Superego in this way: On the surface, it lives up to the Ego Ideal. It
follows the socially respected and acceptable notion of purity and cleanliness by not
showing any physicality between the characters. On the other hand the ambiguity of the
scene is the very thing which allows the viewer to indulge in his dirty liminal fantasies
and imagine just what did happen in the three and a half seconds not shown. This is the
notable aspect of the Ego Ideal and Superego relationship Lacan attempts to imply: that
it is the Ego Ideal, which is the very cause for the stimulation of the Superego: “precisely
because you know that you are as it were ‘covered’ or ‘absolved from guilty impulses’
by the official story line, you are allowed to indulge in dirty fantasies.”16
Similarly the preservation of folklore is what may allow that which threatens
the existence of folklore to exist. Of course there is no longer a call for former forms of
production in which man is capable of directly objectifying himself in his production
in the realm of folklore studies, as is discussed in the first section, rather there is a call
for modernity to recognize the images of the past and take them as representations of
their identity. No longer is the art form a means for the cohesiveness of the community,
rather it has become a monologue of somewhat distorted history, told from the stage
and received by the audience, meaning the aspect of folk culture which has survived
is the very antithesis of what its creation was intended for. In that folk culture simply
presents us with images absent of their essence, we are deprived of the legitimacy of
16
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our past. But this is not merely the point which we require Lacan for. The point is that
the form of folk culture preservation aforementioned is not a modern means of allowing
us to identify with our past, it is rather the very thing which allows us to forget it.
Folklore and Tourism: A Dialectic Exposition
Above is the general sentiment of puritan preservationists in regard to most forms of
tourism preservation, albeit expressed in a somewhat different way. But I would like
to propose that this way of thinking only embodies one aspect of the dialectic in which
the preservation of folk society generally progresses through. First, let’s establish
clearly what is meant by dialectic in this context. German philosopher, Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel of the 19th century perhaps presents it most clearly. First we develop a
thesis (this can be anything from a political system, an economic system, a traditional
folk performing art, etc). Our thesis is then met with its antithesis: something which
is directly opposed to it, a threat to its very existence. Through this dialectic we arrive
at a synthesis, the product of both. Take this for example: the very nature of art and
artistic expression is, most notably, creativity: it lies at the center of artistry and is
present in any truly expressive form of art. However, the advent of mass production via
the Industrial Revolution threatened the nature of creativity due to the ability of massproducing and distributing art calculated and created for mass appeal. The art is known
as kitsch art and it was widely regarded as the very antithesis to that of creativity.
However, as hip hop DJ and Professor of Music at the European Graduate School, DJ
Spooky, has claimed, our current generation is no longer defined by our mass-producing
but our mass customizing. And that which made it possible for the expression of
creativity through the form of customization is the technology that was made capable
of being produced by the Industrial Revolution. It is, thus, the synthesis of our dialectic
between creativity and mass production.
How may we apply this concept to the preservation of folklore through
tourism? Consider the idea that Hiroyuki Hashimoto puts forth in his paper, Between
Preservation: Folk Performing Arts in Contemporary Japan, that among the
fundamental features that make up traditional folk performing arts in Japan are two
sensations described by the performers of the Mibu no Hana-taue tradition in Hiroshima
Prefecture: noboseru and hazumu meaning to lose one’s self, and a rise in spirits,
respectively.17 Hashimoto applies this only to this specific performing art but I think
the concept can be applied in most cases of performing traditions. Hashimoto goes on
to cite the development of railroad systems in Japan which instigated national travel
magazines. These magazines, among other things, published articles about performance
art traditions which used to be held in the Japanese communities, but had since ceased
to carry out the tradition. After the publication of such magazines, some communities
decided to reinstate the tradition and carry out performances, like the Mibu no Hanataue tradition of rice field song performances in Hiroshima18. We may note though that
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the original tradition paraded bulls through the festival, while the revived tradition
was not capable of doing so because it was held in high school athletic grounds.
Nonetheless, what we see here is clearly the dialectic of preservation in that a magazine
publication and the development of new railway systems were capable of rendering the
reinstatement of the tradition performing art which, although were different than the
original tradition, allowed its participants to experience the two fundamental features of
noboseru and hazumu previously noted as influential and necessary roles in performing
arts. Tourism and globalization then became the medium by which the essence of
folk performing arts was capable of being expressed, meaning that tourism, instead of
threatening the existence of the folklore was that which gave it life.
Lagniappe:
Folklore as Ultimate Reality And The Concept of Out and In
The seemingly contradictory conclusions within the previous section are indicative of
the complex nature of preservation within folkloristics. Like previously mentioned,
I think it apt to divide folklore preservation into two primary aspects: the image
of folklore and the essence of folklore. Each form and instance of preservation are
different and through each one we see an array of instances where the image or essence
is the primary focus. In some cases, the essence of the folklore, for example, a ritual
dance performed for warriors before battle, is not capable of being preserved and it
is the image which is the only aspect of the past that we are able of holding on to and
presenting to the people. Conversely, in some cases, the image or aesthetics of folklore
must be changed or dissolve in order to express the essence of the tradition, such as the
example of the Hiroshima rice field songs in the last section.
Typically though, it is more difficult to preserve the fundamental meaning
and purpose of a tradition than it is the image. Why is this the case? The essence or
meaning of a tradition, even to those who began or currently participate in the tradition
operate in a similar way to the concept in which Immanuel Kant proposes in his
Critique of Pure Reason, explaining the idea that Reality cannot be seen or intuited
by human beings because of the phenomenological nature of human perception. Our
mode of intellectually and sensually perceiving the world is only one way in which the
world can be perceived. More recently in the philosophy of mind there is a commonly
referred to example of the sensory perception of bats, which unlike humans, use sonar
in order to perceive space. The reality that is perceived by the bat is fundamentally
different than the one perceived by the human. These modes of perception are what
Kant called the phenomena. In contrast, the true Reality beyond these perceptions
he refers to as the noumena, reality which exists in and of itself. What is naturally
attempted by many folklorists is to find the noemena of the folk tradition they are
studying. However, no matter how many psychoanalytic, literalist, solar mythological,
or deconstructive concepts one has in mind while speaking with someone who is
responsible for the tradition being observed, we often hear a quite simple explanation
of each June. The enthusiasm and competition between these two festivals can be heard in vociferous cheering
coming from the crowds, some of which come from cheering groups hired by the community.
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of meaning, and many different simple explanations, at that. The reason for this is not
an ignorance on the part of the participants but rather a form of wisdom. To return once
again to philosophy, Hegel announced a solution to the problem established by Kant
about Reality. He proposed that instead of viewing the mode of perceiving the world
as that which hinders the subject from reaching an experience of the Ultimate Reality,
or the noumena, Ultimate Reality or Truth can be found in the modes of perception
themselves. That is to say, human perception is not an unsuccessful means to an end,
but that human perception is the end itself. In folklore, our mode of interacting with the
tradition at hand, then, is perhaps the end in itself and the way of finding some sort of
truth through folklore studies.
In my experience of researching folk traditions in Akita, Japan through the
Project Based Learning course at Akita International University I found that the
primary obstacle of gaining knowledge from the participants of a performing art
were the academic ridden question I approached them with. There was a fundamental
difference in the way in which folklore was perceived by the researchers and the way
it was perceived by those who participated in what was being researched, which is to
say, those on the inside and those on the outside. The difference was the perception
of folklore as an isolated form of art or performance in the past whose relationship
with modernity is primarily centered around how well the tradition mimics its form in
former years. On the other hand, folklore in the eyes of those who practice it, whose
perspective comes from the inside rather than the out, may be said to see folklore within
a continuum of culture. That is, the object of research is not something attempted to
be “kept on ice” or frozen in time, but is rather the material at hand capable of being
formed into a manner of objectifying the sentiments or beliefs of the present “folks”, as
it did for the past.
The concept of insider and outsider gives a pertinent segue into a discussion of
how the concept is usually used in regard to folklore. In tradition such as performative
arts or ritual practices, there tends to be a divide between those who are on the “inside”,
who are intimately familiar with the tradition due to cultural inheritance, and those who
are on the “outside,” foreigners or tourist observers. In Japanese the terms are uchi and
soto. And the practices revolving around this concept in everyday life can be seen in the
treatment of foreigners to the distinction of when is appropriate to remove ones shoes.19
Although the concept is useful in Japanese culture in this way, I think we may
better understand its role in tradition if we consider outsiders and insiders as perceptions
rather than people. Let’s provide some context. If we attempt to come to a conclusion
and unitary explanation about the purpose and cause of human tradition we may die
before the outline is complete. We may however attempt to come to some conclusion
about a cause of tradition, and just one cause or element of the foundation tradition can
be seen if we consider the concept of insider and outsider as matters of perspective.
I propose that within each of us there exists the perspective of out and in and when
we are confronted with the Foreign in visual, auditory, or psychic stimuli we may be
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considered on the outside, while geographic location and consistent interaction may
place one on the inside (though we may note that these perspective may come and go in
the same way that a simple rearrangement of furniture may make someone feel stranger
in their own home). We may also note the archetypal human tendency to gravitate
toward the perspective of being outsiders. We need look no further than most religious
mythology to find the concept or belief that humans were created after the earth, and
in a way, given the earth to make their home: we, thus, originally confronted the world
as outsiders. This archetype is so present in human thought patterns throughout history,
we may say that as humans we enjoy the sensation of the outside present within us: of
novelty in the face of repetition, and mystery in the place of permanence.
For this reason, I believe the concept of outsider and insider is constantly
manifested in our human traditions. This may help in determining the foundations of
the tradition in which this book is primarily about, the Yamahage where men covered
in masks, coming from the mountains, literally intrude into the home of community
members. The experience of a masked being in the presence of ones living room thus
switches the role of out and in and renders one the experience of being on the outside
even while being in the inside of their home.
The same could be applied for the traditions of Halloween, Santa Clause and
Easter where essentially non-human entities enter the home and take or leave gifts
owned by those who live in the house. So then, the subjective experience of being
an outsider appears as an attractive element in creating tradition, or in most cases,
performative tradition. In later chapters this concept will be touched upon in the relation
of the individual-wearing-the-mask’s subjective experience of playing the outsider.
Moreover, we may apply this concept to the adaptability of many cultural traditions in
our globalized world, where foreigners may aptly be a part of a tradition they would
otherwise be considered “outside” of. In fact, if it is the case that these forms of tradition
are attracted to and partially based upon the attraction to the subjective experience
of outside, foreigners would not only be accepted to participate, but encouraged.
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II. What is Culture?
~What defines it? Who controls it? ~
Daisuke Sakai

Section one: Comparison of different definition of culture
What defines culture? This is the first question to consider. Plato might say there is
an absolute form which exactly defines culture. Maybe few people would agree with
Plato with confidence, but so far I cannot agree with him. As Rebecca Costa20 says, it
seems to be that the world has been complicatedly connected each other and would
be nonsense to explain everything with one absolute form. That is why I decided
to examine several different ideas, phenomenological, economical, sociological,
philosophical, psychological, and biological perspectives, in discussing what defines
culture. I think I was able to cover many aspects of culture with this effort in spite of
my arbitral choice.
1. Culture defined as collective experience of people
Alfred Schutz, an Austrian phenomenological sociologist, explains the reason it
is possible for people to understand each other. His explanation for this is that
understanding is possible only because people have collective shared experience. “By a
series of common-sense constructs they have pre-selected and pre-interpreted this world
which they experience as the reality of their daily lives.21” People can understand and
make sense to the daily activity because there is shared experience with other people.
For example, in western cultures, if one keeps one’s fingers crossed, it represents
the meaning of good luck. According to Schutz, it is possible for Western people to
understand this because people in western nations have shared experience which Schutz
calls a “stock of knowledge”. If it is appropriate to consider “fingers crossed” as a type
of culture of West, it is possible to conclude a culture is possible only when people
understand it. And, this understanding is coming from people’s collective experience.
Therefore, when a culture is dying, Schutz would say it is because most people do not
share the experience with those who value the culture. Therefore, for Schutz, it would
be very natural phenomenon that some old cultures are dying off because the younger
generation does not have any shared experience with elder generation, especially in this
rapidly changing society.
2. Culture that is defined by economic base
The German economist and philosopher, Karl Marx defines culture, or as he calls it,
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“superstructure,” as product of economic base, rather than the will of people. Marx’s
theory explains that it is the economic base which defines the superstructure22. Marx
believed that economic base, or the mode of production, defines how people live life.
Today, letter-writing culture is being replaced by Social Networking culture. Marx
would explain that the reason why the way people communicate change is because we
have the technology of the Internet. To illustrate this point more, let me briefly explain
the appearance of revolution that Marx talks about in order to have better understand of
his theory. As economic base developed in Europe, namely the way to cultivate, some
contradiction between the social system and economic base came into existence. In
the feudal society, there was absolute control from the bourgeoisie to the famer or any
other lower class of people. Marx says it was possible because the production level in
this time was low. However, as technology develops and production level increases it
becomes possible for more proletariats to earn more and produce more. By means of
this change in the production level, the proletariats obtained exceeding power and start
to deprecate the bourgeoisie. Then, when the increasing number of people acquired the
power, people made the revolution to abandon the feudal system and created new social
system, namely the capitalism. Therefore, Marx would say economic base creates
culture and if the economic base develops, culture also develops in a way which fit to
the economic base.
3. Culture defined by religion
Max Weber, a German sociologist, explained that modernity came into existence
because of religion, especially due to protestant Calvinism in a book The Protestant
Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. He says although religion is not the only one factor
which holds a culture,
one of the most powerful agencies of social bounding and social
transformation has been religion… different religion can play a role in
constituting and preserving different cultures and civilizations, as well as in
changing and transforming them23.
Therefore he believes that it is religion or people’s belief which defines culture.
Let’s briefly look at how he explained the theory of modernity. He first explained
how Catholic Church created order and absolutism, by giving privilege to the Pope
interpretation of a Bible written in Latin. However, the Catholic Church deteriorated in
the system known for the sale of indulgence in the mid-sixteenth century. Then, Martin
Luther, one of the activists in the Protestant Reformation, translated the Latin Bible
into German and suddenly, it became possible for every German to read and interpret
the teaching of God on their own. Therefore, this translation made more individual
focus after all. Then, Jean Calvin, one of the activists in the Reformation, brought the
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idea later called Calvinism. Calvinism holds theological doctrine of predestination,
the destiny of each human has been already determined by God and it is the only few
people who can go to the better world afterlife. However, the Calvinist interpretation
of God does not care about the feudal system in the society. For this God, people are
people no matter their social position, whether one is king, famer, or slaves. Therefore,
people started to think that feudal system is outdated, but all people are equal. Also,
people that time was assailed by anxiety all the time and tied to prove themselves by
using the amount of money they have.
Adam Smith was also a Calvinist. Weber believes the reason why capitalism
did not occur any places other than Europe was because Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam
and other religions do not contain the appropriate feature that matches capitalism.
Therefore, for Weber, culture is defined by religious features or people’s belief. This
means it is people who define what culture is, as they practice and control religious
practices. And, the reason why culture changes is because the different interests of
groups, such as practitioners, observers, administrators or academics are influencing
each other.
4. Culture defined as means to an end
Martin Heidegger is a German philosopher who attained the ultimate in ontology.
Heidegger holds a view that things cannot exist alone, but all things exists in relation
to something else. In order for books to exist, books need people or things that fill roles
as readers, writers, and things which writers want to convey. Without these materials,
books have no place to exist. He says things are in relation of “purpose- methodrelation”. Also, he claims the existing things are not paid attention. For example,
there is a bottle and a hammer. In breaking the bottle, one uses the hammer to break.
However, the one does not pay attention to the hammer; rather the attention is given to
the bottle. Now, I am typing this paper; however, I do not pay attention to keyboard at
all. In this way, when something exists, attention is not given to that entity24. The same
idea may be applied to culture, in that culture is a tool in people’s lifestyles, but the
focus is on these people, not their culture. More concisely, his view on culture is more
likely to be culture defined as means to an end.
5. Culture defined by unconsciousness.
According to Sigmund Freud, all humans have what is called unconsciousness, and
people often believe that they act based upon their consciousness. However, human
behavior is sometimes controlled by unconsciousness rather than consciousness. Also,
Freud says when one’s will or desires are strictly prohibited or pressured, these emotions
are transferred to other thing unconsciously. For example, he interestingly refers to the
relationship between psychology and cultural phenomena such as paintings, novels,
and theatre. He analyzed that these arts in general are the manifestation of people’s
unconsciousness.25 So, it is possible to think that the novels on some kind of suspense
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could be authors’ hidden desire to kill other people is displaced into a novel. Therefore,
Freud would say cultures are there as means to express people’s unconsciousness.
6. Culture defined by Geography
Jared Diamond, an American biologist explains the reason certain cultures emerge
and disappear. He started asking this question when he visited New Guinea. A New
Guinean politician asked him a question of why you white man have so much cargo and
we New Guineans have so little? Cargo means modern products which are imported
from Western nations. He tries to explain the reasons why Western culture dominated
the world, and it was not African or Asian. His surface answer was the Western was
able to dominate world thanks to the advantages of “guns, germs, and steel” possessed
by the West. However, more profound question needs to be asked, the reason why the
West made it possible to invent guns and industry. To answer this question, he goes
back to 13,000 years ago, when all human beings had no difference in materialistic
advantage, when there was no difference in human being. It was Eurasia continent
where great advantage and population increase, the organization of people and division
labour was accomplished. His theory divides developed culture and undeveloped by the
geography, biology, and technology. The reason why the major social and technological
development happened in Eurasia continent was simply because Eurasia was gifted in
land and technology.26
Section Two: Two case studies
Kabuki, and the Namahage and Yamahage
In this section, I intend to look at two case studies of Kabuki theatre and the Yamahage
and Namahage, and examine different kinds of theories in context of real world. I
believe these two case studies will be helpful understanding to consider the nature of
culture. The first case study will deal with Kabuki, as example of changed a lot, yet
well preserved culture. The second case study deals with the Namahage and Yamahage,
the folk-tradition in Akita prefecture, as examples of poorly preserved culture.
Case Study on Kabuki
It was the end of 2012 and 2013, the unfathomable mourning dominated in Japan, and
every person admires the world of Japanese folk. The deaths of the twelfth Danjuro
Ichikawa, and the eighteenth Kanzaburo Nakamura, the legends of Kabuki world, was
too sudden. “Ai todokimasuka? (Can you feel my love)” is sung by Akiko Wada in the
annual contest between male and female popular singers on New Year’s Eve, thinking
of the two legends of Kabuki world, appealed to countless people’s heart. Although
Kabuki, one of the most well-known Japanese traditional arts, is recognised as dignified
aristocratic types of performing arts by Japanese people today, over the hundreds of
history, Kabuki seen today was something totally different from when it started.
It is believed the first form of Kabuki was established by an adolescent girl
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from Izumo shrine when she visited Kyoto as “Kanjin-Noh” performer around the
very beginning of the 17th century. Kanjin-Noh is a type of Noh performed in order to
raise money for funding the shrine. Since its purpose focuses on raising money, the
style of Noh were more understandable thing for normal citizen, whilst the genuine
Noh was more for aristocratic people. Therefore, at this point Okuni performed what is
called “Kabuki-Odori”, meaning the dance of Kabuki people. In that time, just after the
decade long Onin-war, there were a lot of people who tyrannical men also considered
as “cool” people. At this point, it is possible to bring Marx to explain why Kabukimono
people were popular. Marx would analyse this phenomenon caused by recession.
Also, since Okuni’s dance was also sexually appealing to men, she suddenly
became people’s idle in Kyoto. Influenced by her, a number of cultured prostitutes
followed her and “Yujo-Kabuki, the prostitute Kabuki” became a great business. This
phenomenon would be explained well by psychologists. At this time of “Kabuki”, it
was not used as means to gain profits. However, at the same time it is also possible to
analyse the unconscious desire to expose women’s body in legitimate way. In addition,
Freud would attribute this popularity to men’s desire to have sex with those girls. He
is not far off, in that the tradition of Kabuki was developed and perpetuated by sexual
drive. However, soon this element in Kabuki brought about some issues. The number
of fighting and even murder of prostitutes became overwhelming. Therefore, it was
the 1629 when the government completely banned the “prostitute Kabuki”. However,
people were not as stupid as the Tokugawa government thought. At this point, people’s
brief, the government intervention played a significant role in Kabuki history. People
created children’s Kabuki as an alternative to the Yujo-Kabuki. However, since the quite
the same issue as prostitute kabuki occurred, the fighting happened, Children Kabuki
was also banned by the government in 1652. Then, finally the original form of Kabuki
which people can see today, “Yaro-kabuki (Men’s Kabuki)” started27.
Kabuki is one of the greatest examples in examining the negotiation and debate
over culture. Although there will be controversies over the origin of the kabuki culture, I
think it is applicable to say that Kabuki was used means to earn money at first. Izumono
Okuni’s ultimate purpose was to raise funds for the shrine, and she made this possible
by analysing people’s Freudian desire to fulfil their sexual desires. As a result, it turned
out to be a great success when we consider the people’s discourse over the Prostitute
Kabuki, which was so serious as the government intervened. Then, does it mean Kabuki
was able to come into the existence because it was the end for the business or because
of people’s sexual desire? This answer would have been “No.” Both were important
because Okuni would have not danced in a sexual way if it did not raise money, and
without this incentive, she would have just danced in traditional Kanjin-Noh style.
However, it is substantial to refer to the elements of religious aspects here as well. The
first form of Kabuki was something called “Kanjin-Noh” to raise the fund for the Izumo
Shrine. However, they danced in a way that many people can understand. The very
reason why Izumo no Okuni had to do this was because the genuine Noh was a kind of
traditional performing arts for educated aristocrats, and was inaccessible for the normal
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citizen. This situation shares common features with the modern folkloristic problem
seen as something academic as well. Therefore, sophisticated practices, although Noh
still exist today, had to change into something understandable. From this analysis so
far, it is possible to see the negotiation of Izumo’s intention, people’s psychology, and
the changing form of aristocrat form of performing arts to something less stratified by
class.
However, the new actor came into this negotiation, namely the government,
which showed its authority in banning female Kabuki. Government is the only
institution to create “law” or “rules” of society in the legitimate way in order to create
social conformity. Joan Ferrante introduces two ways of governmental sanctions,
namely the positive sanction and the negative sanctions. Positive sanction creates
the conformity in the society by giving compliments or reward, whilst the negative
sanction tries to make order by giving punishment28. According to Heidegger, these are
the tools that a government uses to change culture and manipulate the people. In the
case of Kabuki, government gave the negative sanctions to bring about conformity in
the society, and change culture. Could we not say what governments of Tokugawa and
today in Japan are essentially the same? Today’s government also sanctions culture, but
though positive sanctions. By praising one culture, it can be UNESCO, or call some
culture the “National treasure” and makes people feel the one which was not rewarded
as less valuable. It is maybe easier to negotiate with government which uses the
negative sanctions because it is possible to preserve or succeed the forms by creating
the alternatives, while the valid option I can think of to deal with modern culture is to
adjust to the value that governments imposes and compliment makes the performers to
feel not like wanting to change them. Today, Kabuki is designated as a World Intangible
Cultural Heritage, and Intangible National Heritage. This might be one of the reasons
why kabuki’s popularity struggled to improve. Yukio Hattori, a specialist of Kabuki,
said it was the time of Meiji Restoration when Kabuki as a tradition was called into
question. Meiji Restoration was the time of Japanese Westernization. There was a
strong trend to deny the national culture, and though of the Western way as “truth.” It
was a famous Kabuki performer, Danjuro Ichikawa who attempted to change Kabuki in
order to fit to the society. It was the practitioners who changed the essence of Kabuki.
Hattori says Danjuro tried to put the “falseness” in the Kabuki performed in Edo era to
the proletariat, and introduced the “truth” by setting the audience for the higher class
ladies and gentlemen in order that Kabuki could be adjusted into today’s society.
This movement was greatly supported by government as well. “Performing arts
are the means to achieve the social conformity and it should be something appropriate,
faithful to the history and posh, and targeted the aristocrats, foreigners, families.” This
is the letter sent from the Tokyo government in March, fifth year of Meiji to the Kabuki
practitioner, Morita Kanya. This decision was a departure from the original base of
the art because kabuki before was purely for the lower-class audience. Tetsuya Imao
says the most important components of Kabuki are both performers and audience.
The development of Kabuki was possible because there had always been negotiation
28
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between performers and audience29.
The development of Kabuki culture involved a number of components. It
was started with religious funding activity. However, Kabuki as a business enterprise
captured the psychology of people and ignited fire for its flourishing. However, it was
not all up to the people to decide what to do with culture, as, in this case, government
intervened and forced to change it. Then, when the new value came into society, it
fell to the practitioners to take action and change. However, there is debate whether or
not the change of Kabuki for the aristocrats was right a right decision, because today
the Omodakaya family attempts to invent new Kabuki called “Super Kabuki,” so that
Kabuki can again fit to the proletariat. Who controls the culture? It seems that the
answer is not as simple as one thinks.
Case Study on Namahage and Yamahage
Kabuki is a cultural practice that garners much attention, and there is not so much
concern for its preservation. However, not all cultures are in such a gifted position.
Yamahage is folk culture practice in small valley called Yuwa in Akita prefecture of
northern Japan. The Yamahage shares, in many respects, features with the Namahage
in Oga city, on the nearby coast of Akita. The rituals and the traditional meanings of
Namahage and Yamahage share great similarities. But, actually, the origin of Namahage
and Yamahage is unknown. There are some contrasting mythologies. The tradition in
Oga was designated as the Intangible National Heritage, whilst Yamahage was not.
Thus, the situation of preservation for Namahage and Yamahage are quite different.
The Namahage is becoming the symbol of Akita and one can easily find the Namahage
symbol wherever he or she goes in Akita. On the other hand, the folk practice of the
Yamahage is not well-known, and the resources for the Yamahage are limited as well. It
is the difficult question as to why these twins of Akita folklore had to walk the different
paths and stand in different places. What separated their destinies?
First of all, aside from the mythology, I will attempt to investigate the possible
origin of the Namahage and Yamahage. The Namahage museum in Oga introduces
the etymology of “Namahage:” the word “nama” is believed its origin to be the word
“Namomi,” referring to the fire marks one gets from staying around the fireplace. Then,
“hage” has its etymological origin in “hagu” meaning “to eliminate30.” Therefore,
the Namahage is considered as the one who eliminated the people who stay near the
fireplace for a long time, representing lazy members of society. In considering this
feature, it is possible to see the political interests of people in educating conformity of
society.
However, why did people feel the need to keep themselves in check? To answer
this question, I think Jared Diamond gives useful insight on cultural development.
He says the fundamental cultures originated in geographical features. Akita is located
in northern part of Japan, and the winters are long and snowy. In the cold weather,
people are less likely to do chores and are more likely to stay in one place, trying
29
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not to consume energy because the sources of food are more limited. Therefore, the
geographical features created the environment to eliminate the “namomi.” Actually,
very similar activities with Namahage and Yamahage are seen in the Native American
folk culture called “Twisted Face” located at a place that shares similar weather
conditions31. Therefore, in considering the origins of the Yamahage, it can be possible
to say the geographical features created the conditions for the Namahage and Yamahage
cultures to come into existence.
Hiraodori and Hirasawa are villages in Yuwa valley which practices the cultures
of Yamahage. Mr. Suzuki, the leader of the junior chamber of these little towns says “the
situation of the Namahage is getting worse and worse. We do not have young people
who are interested in the Yamahage in this village though it is absolutely essential
for the Yamahage to have support of young men.32” Also, it seems that Namahage
culture claims the same issue of succession. In the both of folk cultures, the major
changes were also shared in how they were affected by modernization. Schutz would
cite the decline of shared experiences between the older and younger generations as
one of the biggest obstacles for the survival of the Namahage. For both the Namahage
and Yamahage, some villages stopped carrying on the traditions. Second, the rituals
were simplified. Third, some houses no longer accept the visit of the Namahage and
Yamahage. Through the interview of those people, I found five substantial actors
which negotiate to define what Namahage and Yamahage culture, the economic base,
academics and practitioners.
First of all, it is important to economic base. Modernization has certainly
brought great benefits to our lives in many ways. The modern medical technology now
allows people to live longer, go to wherever one wishes and communicate with people
even on the opposite sides of the earth. However, because of this, letter-writing is
decreasing because sending e-mail is much faster and more convenient. People neither
try to heal illness by using religious power, nor expect weather through magical folk
power. The importance of Dengaku, the Japanese traditional performing arts performed
for the gods so that people can have good harvest in a year, has been affected from this
overwhelmingly. Today, modern meteorology can accurately predict temperature and
weather, and it is possible to grow rice efficiently. In the same respects, the Namahage’s
meaning as educator has been asked now.
The revenue of Akita prefectural government is one of the worst in Japan.
Therefore, the tourism industry is essential problem for people in Akita. Therefore,
promoting the Namahage for tourism in Akita was very helpful for the government to
earn money. With great support from government for the Namahage, it has become a
universal symbol for Akita. For example, it is possible to find Hello Kitty Namahage
and other merchandise around Akita station. However, if the Namahage is used as
means of products and commercialization, its divinity and mystery disappear. These
effects are not only certainly damaging to the Namahage, but also Yamahage culture
31
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because of its similarity.
The cultural properties protection law, on the other hand, goes too far. The
law gives incentives to the government, academics, and practitioners to preserve their
culture, but in the process, the practice undergoes change33. Also, by rewarding one
culture as something worth preserving, this action states that other cultures are not
worth preserving. Considering the culture of Yamahage and Namahage, it is important
to note only Namahage is designated as Intangible National Heritage, but not the
Yamahage.
Finally, it is important to clarify it is the practitioners who actually carry on
the traditions and cultures. Mr. Suzuki clearly said in the interview that they want to
practice. As for a tradition like Yamahage, it is their authority to decide whether or not
carrying on the tradition.
The Nahamage and Yamahage evolved from geographical features and religion.
It played the role of educating people; however, it was modernity and mode of
productions that changed their meaning as they used to be unquestionable traditions.
Because of the financial disability of the Akita local government, it became more for
commercial purposes than for the living habits. In addition, although it might not be the
government or scholar’s intension, it is the fact that Cultural Properties Protection Law
had undesirable side for people in the community of Yuwa.
Conclusion
My initial intention for writing this was to give some idea about the nature of culture.
My answer is complicated. But this does not mean I did not reach any conclusions. I
have concluded that it is important to have as many perspectives as possible because
an infinite number of issues are interrelated, as discussed in this paper. As is seen with
the two case studies, culture does not stay the same even for a moment. Culture is
sometimes controlled by geography, or the mode of production which does not allow
human beings to change their culture. Or sometimes, they reveal human psychology or
political egoism. Also, my field work at Yuwa and Oga told me different regions have
different circumstances. The nature of culture is as complex as its history and practices,
controlled by a myriad of factors that shape the people and ideology it serves.
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III. Introduction to Japanese
Folkloristics and Religion
Ryoko Ieda

Basic introduction of Japanese folkloristics and folklorists
300 years of the Shogunate (the realm of the top military commander Shogun) has
ended, and Japan, a country where most of the population was occupied by farmers, and
human resources mainly made from former samurai classes, saw the dawn of modern
civilization. When the Meiji Restoration took place, the people of Japan achieved
what can be defined as a modernized “nation” for the first time, and everyone became
a “national citizen.” In this new era, people were excited to build this new ship, but
were not sure how to row it. In this struggle to know what being a national civilian or
a nation was, the pursuit of Japanese identity had begun. Through the modernization
of numerous traditions, folklore materials and evidence were facing the danger of
dissipation. Under the influence of romanticism, which gave rise to aspirations towards
the loss of tradition and the rise of nationalism, folkloristics saw the light of day. This
applies not only to Japan, but to many western countries at this time.
Depending on how folklore is defined, the study of the field has roots in many
different timelines. There is Kokugaku, which is basically the study of Japan. However,
the study of folklore itself is recognized as starting in 1910 when Kunio Yanagida
(1875-1962) published Tono Monogatari (The Myth of Tono), the first book about
folklore in Japan. After the publishing of this book, Yanagida started the magazine
series Kyodo Kenkyu (Local Culture Studies.) As a source of inspiration, the handbook
of folklore by Minaka Kumagusu, one of Japan’s most widely approved folklorists,
scientists, and biologists, had great influence on Yanagida. Through Yanagida, the
observance of folklore changed from a hobby for those who had mere interest in it, to
an established study.
From 1930, folkloristics had become a more systematically structured academic
field on its own, and had developed itself into an intensive, complicated study. At
that time there were three groups following leading folklorists; first the Yanagida
group, who focused on the study of regional people by comparing how their lifestyle
changed historically and how it now connected to modern life. A second group was
led bya former disciple of Yanigida, Origuchi Shinobu (1887-1953), 34a professor
of Kokugakuin University, and one of the men who is a co-establisher of Japanese
folklore. He established a whole new original concept about the origins of Japanese
culture, in comparison to Yanagida, who tried to seek answers in the past. This will be
explained further later.
The Third group was the Yanagi Muneyoshi/Shibusawa Keizo group that placed
34
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more emphasis on materialistic and non-verbal cultural artifacts, including basic/
cultural household items that families owned. These three groups made the fundamental
basis of Japanese folklore. However, in this paper, we will focus mostly on Yanagida
and Origuchi’s folkloristics.
Kunio Yanagida’s theory
Yanagida, the father of Japanese folkloristics, theorized that folkloristic studies could
be said to be started from the criticism of existing history. He claimed that the overemphasis on studies and written work was resulting in the overlooking of the truth
hidden inside. He tried to look at history from a more ethnological view: this was the
starting point of the discovery of Japanese folkloristics. In his written work Minkan
Densho Ron 35(The Ideology of Local Passing Down of Folklore) he explains his
original method, Jushitu Risshou Hou (multiple proof strategy.) He criticizes the over
signification of only using written evidence and focuses his observations on the small,
taken for granted aspects of ordinary people’s lives within different regions.
Then, he adds up all the data that he has accumulated and compares it, region
by region. Through this method, the process of how people’s lives have changed from
the past to the present can be seen. He explained that this was what should actually
be called history. He called this observation style and study of culture and history
‘folkloristics.’
However, his method has been criticized both because he did not cover all
the regions of Japan and for his lack of material data. Yanagida’s work made general
assumptions as if Japan had a single cultural basis. As such his research was in need of
more regional and individual-based study.
The new wave of Folkloristics after Yanagida
Since the late 1970s, folkloristics has been moving away from the mere gathering of
folklore data and research reports. A new way of structuring folkloristics, different from
Yanagida’s comparative research method, was established by Ajio Fukuda (1941-). By
cutting out the individual events occurring in the regions as a part of a larger study,
Fukuda proposed a new way of recognizing the characteristics of the region as it is, by
leaving it as one whole aspect to study and research. This was the start of area studies.
He named it the ‘individual analysis method.’
Shinobu Origuchi theory and Shinichi Nakazawa
Origuchi is said to be the most successful disciple of Yanagida. His theory of Marebito
36
is also strongly connected to the Yamahage/Namahage culture, as will be explained
later on.
In order to start introducing Origuchi’s works, we should look at the view
of Shinichi Nakazawa (1950-). He is an expert of religion and one of the most well
respected philosophers, theorists and anthropologists in Japan. He approaches the study
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of culture and pursues the truth through not only written material, but by actually trying
to understand both the mind and soul of those who participate in it.
He describes Origuchi as a mastermind of understanding deep folkoristics
beyond the borders of mere ideology. In his book ‘the Mozart of Tibet,’ he describes
Origuchi as the following:
‘In an attempt to search the depth and soul of the ancient civilization, Origuchi
seeks to read between the lines of the non-verbal cultural artifacts in order dig deeper
into their minds. He has succeeded in finding the world of holy spirits deep within the
system of the gods. Origuchi was a scholar who could enter the minds of the ancient
culture without any background information and still this empathy that moves the
soul….. Origuchi’s method was not just performing research wherever he went, he
also valued intuition. He argued that in order to understand the ancient minds, we must
figure out what’s hidden behind the word and the history and try to straighten the bent
meanings, as well as seek what has not been said deliberately. However, in order to see
what’s not there or hidden, we must understand how the ancient people preferred to
think by using our own intuitive abilities to get an overview beforehand.’37
Nakazawa calls this academic truth. Indeed, as a sculptor must see the shape
of what he or she will carve out of a plain rock before they start their work, a scholar
needs an intuitive skill to be able to foresee which direction their research will follow.
If they see that they took the wrong path, they have to recover and start all over. Of
course, they will find themselves going down a slippery slope if they decide to rely
only on intuition. However, academia should not reject intuition. Many great minds in
our history have taken fearfully larges leaps of intuition in order to progress. Nakazawa
says Origuchi’s intuitions are later proven to be the truth, and so calls him a man with
the heart and soul of the ancient ancestors.
Origuchi divided the ability of humans to think into two sections; division
analysis, and categorization analysis 38. Division analysis requires you to seek
differences, and categorization analysis should find similarities of two aspects that
seem to share characteristics. Origuchi was particularly talented with the latter ability.
For example, in Japan, a snake symbolizes death and rebirth because it sheds skin; and
it also has a connection with water, showing the cycle of life. A woman, through the
cycles of her period, shares the same cycles as the phases of moon, which in turn affects
the water. As such, this might be why there are so many sacred statues of women by
lakes and the sea.
He also defined something called Tama, which can be explained as a holy
spirit, or a spiritual power. 39Origuchi explains that the term Kami (gods) is somewhat
new, and tama was what existed before their appearance in history. One of the main
differences between him and Yanagida is the fact that Yanagida’s comparison of
folklore was limited to research within Japan, while Origuchi’s was more global.
Origuchi found that the ideology of the Tama was similar to that of the Polynesians and
37
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Native Americans. 40 He also found that the summer and winter solstices, when ancient
astronomy shows that the balance of day and night collapses, is the day when main
major traditional festivals are held across many different cultures. The winter festivals
are when the Tama will gather and become empowered through religious ceremonies
performed by the regional people. In Japan, winter is called Fuyu. It is said that the one
of the possible verbal origins of the word might be from the word Fueru, to increase:
so, ‘Tama ga fuyuru’, meaning increase of Tama in old Japanese, might have eventually
changed and left only the fuyuru part (for Japanese grammar often deletes the noun),
which eventually becomes fuyu. The Namahage/Yamahage tradition exemplifies this;
it is a festival where, once in a year, the messenger of Kami, like a holy spirit or angel,
comes to town.
Origuchi and Yanagida are completely split regarding the ideology of Kami.
Yanagida’s argument was that Kami were something that represented the bonds of
the community, so they had to have the same characteristics as it. He also thought of
Kami as something that springs out from the community. He concluded that, if the
spirits of our ancestors are apotheosized, it is certain that they will become a part of the
community. He believed this was the origin of Kami.
However, Origuchi said that people cannot possibly seek the origin of life and
creation within the limits of our world41. He defined the inner and outer world: the inner
being the world where ordinary people live, the outer the divine, and the borders of the
two worlds being where the Marebito (spirits from another realm) exist. He thought that
through these Marebito the other world would sometimes appear to the inner world. He
believed that all culture, art and literature is born when the Marebito connect the two
worlds. Origuchi’s conclusion was that Marebito come from outside the community,
sometimes in order to make people have a strong but supernatural experience. In a
sense, the Namahage/Yamahage are also typical examples of Marebito.
Modernization and its effect on
folklore and religion up to the present day
The two religions that must be explained before this section continues are Shinto and
Buddhism.
Simply put, Shinto is an indigenous spiritual religion developed in Japan. It
seeks sacredness and respects nature such as mountains, forests, rivers, rocks, and
natural phenomenon. The Japanese think that there are Kami in each aspect of nature,
and they call it the Yaoyorozu no Kami, meaning many gods. Usually when referring
to a specific religion, it is normal to put Kyo, meaning teaching, at the end of the name
of the religion. For example, Buddhism is Bukkyo meaning the teaching of Buddha.
However, as it can be seen, Shinto (whose kanji mean path or road of Kami) has no kyo
at the end. This is because in Shinto there are no specific teachings or sacred scriptures.
However there are written historical artifacts like the Kojiki, Nihonshoki, and others that
make the basis of this religion. These were used for a long time to justify the sacredness
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of the imperial family, as well as to lay out the beginning of the Japanese history.42 The
content combines history with myth; so during the modernization of Japan after the
Meiji restriction, it was used to make the national civilians believe in Japan being the
God’s country and to justify the absolute power of the emperor. But this idea will be
explained in more detail later on.
Buddhism, on the other hand, is believed to have been passed from Korea to
Japan in the 6th century, and its origins start in India. There were numerous conflicts
about whether to accept the religion or not in Japan. But in the end the force in favor of
Buddhism won: and ever since then it has had strong influence not only on the ruling of
the country, but on the people’s mentality and the culture itself.
Japanese mainstream religion has been built upon a concept called Shinbutsushūgō. When it is written in kanji, it is 神仏習合 . 神 means Shinto or Kami, 仏 means
Buddhism, and 習 合 means syncretism. Another name for this concept is Shinbutsukonkō, which basically means the mixing or contamination of Kami and Buddha.
Originally, the worship of the Yaoyorozu no Kami was a humble ritual to pray for the
peace and wellbeing of an individual community. 43 However, the arrival of Buddhism,
a universal religion, changed the very concept of this traditional belief. As Buddhism
sank into the society, it blended with the traditional Shinto practices. The ancient
authority combined the belief that the emperor was the descendant of Kami with the
idea of Chingo Kokka, the worship of Buddhist gods to ask for protection , in order to
rule the country. Gradually, after the Nara period, the two religions combined as one.
This is why there are so many Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples that are combined
together in one place today.
This combination of Shinto and Buddhism formed a harmony, and the
synchronized concepts become one religion. It sunk deeply into the morals and
perspectives of the Japanese people, whether they realized it or not.44
A significant transition point, changing how the people led their lives, came in
the Meiji era. Japanese studies, in the atmosphere of modernization and westernization,
quailed before western academic frameworks. Nakazawa argues that this idea entirely
ignores great philosophers like Kukai who established the Shingon Buddhist Groupthat
still holds a large influence over Buddhism in Japan today. 45 However there was
nobody with the same concepts as him at the time and bureaucrats were ashamed of the
naturalism based society that the Japanese had built over history. In order to achieve
a strong, civilized nation, they made Shinto the state religion and enlarged the power
of the emperor. In order to do so, Shinto and Buddhism had to be divided: and this is
where the cracks that eventually lead to the defeat in World War 2 started to show, says
Nakazawa.
On December 1st 1868, a massive turning point for Japanese religion came
about. That was the day when the Shinbutu Division Order was made public. It
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started as explained above, wanting to distinguish the two as different religions, but
not eliminate them. The order was to establish traditional ceremonies, shut down
or combine Buddhist temples, change monks into Shinto priests, destroy Buddha
sculptures, and to restrict Buddhism related rituals. However, it ended up confusing the
common people, inciting them into smashing, stealing, and attacking temples, the result
being large riots. Three years later the government turned the land where there were
sacred edifices into national properties. This social reform nearly completely destroyed
the basic foundations of the Buddhist party, leaving them in ruins. 46
Japan started its construction of a so called “country of the God”, using the
name of Shinto, as it slowly climbed up the ladder towards a fascist empire. From one
point, Japan entered a highly superstitious, almost completely insane status. Kojiki,
as a mythical and spiritual story of the birth of the country, was taught as authorized
history at school, and the emperor was officially recognized a living god; if people were
to pass in front of a picture of him, they had to bow or be punished. There are many
shocking stories to be told from this age. Through interviewing the elder generation
that experienced the war, one of them told how her school headmaster and his family
were executed, because when there was a fire he was not able to save the photograph of
the emperor from burning, and instead rescued the children. Once the people actually
believed themselves to be the citizens of the “country of God”, they tried to apply the
idea even to the community outside, believing Japan to be undefeatable with god behind
their backs, creating things like the famous Kamikaze. There was no critical thinking
in any of the government’s actions, and people were made to believe what they were
required to by law; if they did not, they would be called Hikokumin (not a member of
the Japanese society.) This way of structuring society led the whole country into highly
violent mental agitation.47
In 1945 the war ended with the defeat of Japan. The emperor declared that
he was in fact a mortal human being just like any other, and the myth ended. There
have been many arguments made that attack Shinto and its deep association with the
country, claiming that it gives possibilities for more tragedy. However, Nakazawa,
Yanagida, and Origuchi argue about the misconception of Shinto, and how it was
manipulated as a tool to create a hierarchy with the emperor on the top as absolute
power. Origuchi says, ‘Shinto is actually a softer, flexible religion that has strong roots
in the heart of the people of Japan. It has no strict rules or bibles, organized structure,
or anything. To repeat it again, Buddhism and Shinto is now one religion combined
together that is highly distinctive to any other religion, something going deeper into
people’s soul affecting every element of their lives.’ In his theory, the combined religion
has structured the tradition, the life styles, the moral values, ceremonies, folklore,
and almost everything else that shapes a Japanese person’s life. However, through
separation, Japanese religious aspects, its spiritual climate and its essence, has been
eternally changed. What people call Shinto is no longer the same as it was before.
Japanese people are often said to have no faith in religion. However, Origuchi
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disagrees. He explains that in Japan people originally saw gods in everything. From
birth to death people experienced Shinto and Buddhist traditions like coming-of-age
ceremonies, marriage, birth and funerals. Through sßeparation, the meanings of each
ritual changed. Now when people look at the modern society, many aspects of traditions
have lost their true identity and importance, along side with their morality. These
aspects might still be there in part, but they are no longer have the same significance as
did a hundred years ago. 48
Now, when looking at the Namahage and Yamahage, Origuchi and Nakazawa’s
theory can be determined to be true. Through interviews of the local people who
actually has the responsibility of performing and sustaining the tradition it can be seen
that although they have a strong will to carry out the events, only a handful of people
have even the basic knowledge of Namahage and Yamahage, except for how to growl,
stomp, and what they need to say, drink, and eat.
Many of the younger generation have left the community, and even if they came
back, a majority of them refuse to be a Namahage.
The pursuit for identity is still a significant topic for many people. In fear
of losing the key to unlock this, people still keep traditions, or make facilities
that preserve it for future. Of course, modern society has given the post war
generations more opportunities in bigger cities, causing young people to be drawn
to them. Fundamentally, people’s devotion and eagerness to stay have changed.
Conclusion
Nowadays, the main reason why there are no well established Japanese Ideology
courses in domestic universities is because, since the separation order, Buddhism went
off track, and many great ideologists have been banned from doing active research
in the field. Also it is almost a taboo to look back at the time of when the religion
was one. On the other hand, in a religion such as Shinto, which is wide and hard to
define, it is difficult to find an ideologist keen to make a logical explanation of it all.
Takeshi Umehara, a leading expert on Japanese history, explains that neither Yanagida
or Origuchi has touched upon the Shinto notions surrounding the imperial family.
However Umehara aims to press hard towards the study of Shinto that neither Yanagida
nor Origuchi were allowed to go near: looking at uncovering the symbolism of the
gods, analyzing what the people saw as being so sacred, and examining the subsequent
development into mythology. Yet, even so, there are still deep unsolved mysteries in
Japanese religion and folkloristics.
Japanese folkloristics has slightly different characteristics compared to Western
studies. In general the geographical position of Japan allowed them to preserve culture
when, in the West, many artifacts were destroyed throughout history
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IV. Visualizing Fear:
Representations of Folklore in
Japanese Media
Sara Birnbaum

Folktales in Japan are as many and varied as the islands and landscape that separate
groups of people from each other and the rest of the world. There are diverse traditions
and interpretations of many stories, held together by a few common beliefs and origins.
These stories were passed down to new members of each community through word of
mouth, providing some moral and cultural education to the new members of society.
Most recently, however, and at an unprecedented rate of change, the oral traditions
have been replaced by other methods of educating about cultural heritage49. The screen
is the new campfire story, as the cultural symbols and tales that once set people apart
bring people together in ways never thought possible. These mythic tales of heroes and
monsters, courage and greed, continue to inspire artists, storytellers, and filmmakers
throughout the 20th and 21st centuries, as they reimagine and reinvigorate Japan’s oldest
past.
Japanese folktales and their modern interpretations present a study on a very
old world view on how the members of a community fit together and educate their new
members for the future. Embodied in the lore of different communities is the notion
of separation and belonging among groups, and how one group might draw the lines
of demarcation between itself and others, and consequently, how the “Other” might be
visualized and interpreted. Communities maintain the physical and cultural boundaries
between themselves and others, but the myths and legends also shed light on their ideas
about the supernatural. This is especially important to educating their young ones, their
successors in the community, about the dangers of the outside, but also about their
duties as adults. The most potent way to do this is through fear and thus, the Japanese
legends are riddled with spirits, benevolent and mean, friendly and frightening. Modern
interpretations have seized upon this for its richness in story-telling and visual potential.
Legendary characters and spirits that appear in modern stories often have to do with
children and their transformations from children to adults, crossing the lines between
known and unknown, and facing their greatest fears in the process. These tales examine
the consequences of crossing the boundaries, especially ideological or psychological,
into the unknown, as humans attempt to reestablish their identities in the changed
environment. In this way, we can have a glimpse into these communities’ psyches, as
they try to visualize the demons that haunt them the most and face them for the good of
their collectivity.
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Boundaries and the Unknown
When a community forms, people that belong to it must draw lines of boundary
between themselves and other communities to establish themselves with a legitimate
and autonomous identity. These boundaries can be based on any number of factors, be it
physical, ethnic, ideological, or spiritual. With these borders naturally follow the idea of
in- and out-groups; these groups are representations of what the community members
know and understand, and what they do not. This phenomenon is not unique to any
group of people around the world, especially the Japanese, who are one of the most inand out-group minded groups of people on Earth. The reason the Japanese do this is
multi-faceted and complicated, and would take much too long to discuss. Instead, we
will focus on a uniquely Japanese world view that might help explain it, in investigating
their view of the outside world and the boundaries between that and their own little
communities.
According to the Japanese world view, having been influenced by many native
and foreign traditions, particularly Buddhism and Shinto, the universe is, in fact, full
of gaps and intervals between everything that exists and does not exist. It is filled with
both existence and nothingness, with spaces (known as ma) in between, which separate
people, ideas, and unknown entities from each other50. According to Shinto, kami freely
move between these spaces and physical manifestations, while humans are bound to the
physical world. Human activity and the kami balance each other, agreeing to a pact of
give and take over their respective dominions in nature. They play constantly with the
forces of yin and yang and try to attain a balanced way of life where both may thrive.
With opposite forces balancing each other, there is another, all-encompassing presence
that unites all these players in the universe—the life force of ki. The communities of
humans and kami both must understand and respect the ma between themselves and
other domains, and thus knowing their place in the world and how they fit into it51.
The boundaries that ma represents are the separations between people and
the ideologies that govern them. There are, of course, the physical separations that
occur; these are de facto lines of space and time between people, manifested in water,
mountains, or just a sizeable distance between peoples. The water between the islands
of Japan separates the folk groups from each other, as it does from the rest of the world.
These natural boundaries enclose communities within specific niches in a region,
cutting them off from physically imposing themselves on others. More importantly for
the subject of this paper, however, there are theoretical boundaries that can be made
just within the confines of an individual’s mind, which separates what a person knows
and doesn’t know. These theoretical borders are not real as with a river or mountain,
and so are much more powerful but that much more easily crossed. The first of these is
the humans versus spirit distinction; the two sentient forces battle for dominance in the
same locale, but must eventually come to a compromise so that both may survive. While
the humans do not have the supernatural abilities that the kami do, they have instead an
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incredible versatility and inventiveness that allows them to create their own advantages,
while kami are more or less tied to one place or purpose, unable to change. This is often
portrayed as a clash between nature and machine—that which lives and breathes under
its own steam, versus something manufactured and powered by outside forces. The
second theoretical border crosses within the mind of a single person, which is the one
between reality and dream. It is at this split that the perception of self may be altered or
certain traits thrown into greater distinction by the musing of the subconscious mind. In
dreams, our minds follow our subconscious, and because it comes from our own mind,
the dream still makes perfect logical sense until we wake up. There are dreams where
we can act on our very deepest desires, or witness our worst nightmares, independent
of the consequences or logical reasoning of the conscious mind. These are the qualities
that many artists or filmmakers might rely upon for their art, and so they challenge
the viewer to think outside their conscious mind and appeal to the reasoning of their
subconscious.
All of these boundaries separate people from what they understand as familiar
and comfortable and what they cannot even begin to imagine. Thus, boundaries
represent the bridge into the unknown and even the taboo. Crossing these borders puts
the transgressor at risk of irreversible change and transformation, as they must question
and then reestablish their reformed identities in the new surroundings. In taking them
out of their original setting, a person is forced to reinvent their self, their “Other,” and
their purpose of existence on a new and different plane. So, in the post-industrial society
these boundaries are what force us to question what it means to be human. Trying to fit
ourselves into a position in the world shows us the way to relate our present and future
selves to our past, other people, and our surroundings52.
Visualizing Fear in the Unknown
Try, if you will, to visualize something unknown to you. Not something factual that
you know nothing about, like computer programming or pig farming, because there is
something out there very tangible you can look up and see for yourself. Instead, try to
put an image to love, greed, or religion. Now try it with fear. What does fear look like?
This is exactly the task that every group of people all over the world has dealt
with. How can they identify the unknown and who or what belongs there if there are
no parameters to it? That is the origin of the hundreds of kami that populate Japanese
folklore, including the fearsome yokai, the various demons and monsters that live in the
wild outside the human settlements. This is how the Japanese visualized their unknown,
and how they put an image to the demons they fear the most.
The idea and practices of fear and being afraid most closely applies to children.
Still tied to their parents for protection and ignorant of the world outside, kids are very
susceptible to fear. In The Great Yokai War, (Yokai Daisenso, Miike Takashi 2005) only
Tadashi, the young protagonist, can see the yokai53. This is symbolic of the innocence,
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imagination, and curiosity that only children seem to be able to tap. Uncorrupted by
social norms and unable to hide their feelings or pretend to be someone else, children
are thus able to visualize and experience the yokai more potently than an adult. At
the very end of Yokai War, the adult Tadashi turns blind to the presence of yokai.
Throughout much of the film, he is trying to come to terms with his parents’ divorce
and other unfortunate issues in his life. By facing his fears and defeating them, his
nightmares, and thus the yokai, disappear. Since children are the most aware of what
is strange, unknown, or just out of routine, simply because they know no better, their
connection to fear of all these is so much more symbolic.
Every person, young and old, have nightmares. But if we try to remember the
last bad dream we had, it is rather difficult. It is a little easier if we try to remember one
from childhood, though. This is because the very acute fear we experience as children
is that much more affecting. The reason nightmares are so incredibly scary to us is
because we cannot differentiate between reality and dream. Our subconscious also has
a funny way of knowing exactly our deepest fears and desires; it would be a shame
to see them play out, as Chihiro of Spirited Away (Chihiro no Kamikakushi, Miyazaki
Hayao 2001) witnessed. Chihiro saw her parents’ transformations onto pigs, leaving
her to fend for herself. She is the only one suspicious of the abandoned theme park,
and her fears are confirmed when night falls and she sees the spirits54. Susan Napier
would argue that there is some inner moral strength guiding her55, but her childish fear
is probably closer to the truth. By letting her natural fears drive her, (in a metaphoric
sense, she is much more aware of the spirits than her parents) she survives, and even
learns to conquer those fears by facing them, rather than running away in her childish,
girl manner. This was a nightmare turned reality for poor little Chihiro. Miike recreates,
in Yokai War, not only the fright factor of a nightmare, but also the feel of one. He uses
jumpy shot splicing and abrupt set changes to imitate the illogical flow of a dream. As
Tadashi stumbles into the spirit world for the second time, everywhere monsters try to
terrify him. As his subconscious would, they play to his deepest fears and soft spots,
like the grotesque yokai that looks like a normal high school age girl that he mistakes
for his sister. Miike imitates the nightmare to emphasize Tadashi’s accidental foray
into the spirit world, as the worlds between spirit and human, and dream and reality
converge.
Visualizing the outsider is the key to the concept of yokai and the Japanese
world view in general. The outsider can be anyone: a person from any different place,
ethnicity, community, family, or species. All these are a point of curiosity or even terror
for children, especially. The folklore of the outsiders, called the kaidan, or “strange
recitations” are ghost stories about yokai, bakemono, and oni, meant to frighten children
into good behavior56. These are the shape-shifters, animals, and parts of nature that
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haunt our nightmares and that come dangerously close to the gap between human and
spirit. These creatures and stories appeal to the grotesque side of our natures, revealing
things about ourselves, such as problems in our society or our deepest fears (that we
might not be fully conscious of), but is set in a world separate from our own. At the
same time, they represent another world, exotic, interesting, and different. People
are simultaneously attracted to and terrified of these monsters, no matter their age or
background57.
The wandering outsider has a special place in Japanese stories and folk religion.
The wanderer, the ijin, is the mysterious figure that brings tales and experiences
from other lands and can be a herald of either great fortune or terrible bad luck. The
assumption must always be that he is not what he appears, and so treating this stranger
with the upmost respect is essential, even the most repellant things58. In Spirited Away,
Kaonashi, known in the English speaking world as No Face, perfectly represents the
mysterious ijin, who brings with him good or bad luck, depending on how he is treated.
Faceless and formless, he is the most liminal being in Spirited Away, and can assume
any form and has almost limitless power of creation. The downside to this is that he
barely seems to know how to use it; Kaonashi is rather childlike, himself, as all he can
do is watch and try to interpret for himself how to please the people he grows attached
to. With no past, home, or family to teach him, he can only guess at the right things
to do. Kaonashi adds to the metaphor that comes from the so called “greedy woman”
myths of Japanese folklore, about Kobo Daishi, a Buddhist figure who disguises
himself as a beggar. He tests his beneficiaries by asking them to do small tasks before
passing judgment of good or ill fortune59. The greedy woman in Spirited Away is, of
course, Yubaba, the powerful witch that runs the bathhouse. Because of Chihiro’s
benevolence, he is ready to forgive Yubaba her greediness until he realizes his mistake
in misinterpreting Chihiro’s signs. Instead, he bestows his kindness upon Zaniba,
Yubaba’s twin sister, doppelganger, and alter-ego, and who treats him with hospitality
out of the goodness of her heart, not for his wealth or power.
The fascination with the outsider, and by extension the thing that frightens a
community or individual most, may be deeply psychological or may simply be born of
some strong curiosity. An outsider is someone who might possess knowledge beyond
one’s experience—maybe tools, stories, news, anything—and they might be willing
to share it if treated nicely60. They also bring the thrill of exoticism, something wildly
new and exciting to break the monotony of home61. On a theoretical level, imagining
one’s greatest fears and giving them an image and personality all their own demonstrate
underlying or invisible problems in a society. There are demons of jealousy infecting
marriages, or greed ruining businesses, very subtly criticizing certain social customs.
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Most importantly, it is this fascination that lets a society or person face their fears62. A
good member of society is one that boldly faces the unknown to expand the good of the
community, often crossing right into the unknown and transforming themselves in the
process.
Transformations in Japanese Folklore
Boundaries factor in as important entities in Japanese storytelling, both in legendary
tales and contemporary ones. They are the catalysts of action in the plot lines as the
protagonist struggles to conform to his new surroundings. Yokai War, Spirited Away,
and a third children’s tale, Momotaro, all are designed around children. They are the
tales about crossing boundaries and facing fears. Most importantly, these folktales deal
very much with overcoming fear and joining the world as a righteous and productive
member of society. The boundaries that our transformative young characters cross are
usually marked by upheavals in their sense of security and questioning their identity
and place in the world.
The presence of youth in these stories is assuredly integral to character and plot
development. Children, who are still trying to construct their own identities separate
from that of their parents, undergo transformations, certainly not with ease, but more
completely and permanently than adults. Their malleable young minds are still willing
to question and be curious, as they try to understand the world around them. Children
are the most common victims in folklore of curiosity, over-active imagination, and fear.
With such qualities more or less ruling their psyche, they can most easily cross into the
realms of the unknown, despite their preference to stay where it is most familiar and
comfortable.
The story of Momotaro, “Little Peachling,” is not a story particularly about
young children, but it is one for children. A children’s story still recited to every
Japanese child, Momotaro is meant to serve as a role model and teacher to everyone.
Momotaro is a man born from a peach and raised by a humble human couple. When he
reaches adulthood, he sets out to free the land from the powerful goblins that terrorize
the nearby villages. Rather than transformation, this is a story about overcoming
adversity through resourcefulness, versatility, and playing to one’s strengths. Momotaro
has something to teach for all of the children who hear his story, giving them valuable
tools for becoming good members of society. Most remarkably, though, the hero
bargains and benefits from the forces of nature, i.e. animals, to finish his task. Being
a smart and resourceful human, he knows he can use their supernatural powers to his
advantage, and combined with his strength as a human, he easily beats the goblins in
their own fortress63.
But Momotaro is not fully human. Coming from unusual circumstances, born
from a peach rather than a woman, he is something of a bridge character between the
human and spirit worlds. In this way, he represents transition and marginality as an
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entity, rather than experiencing it himself. With one foot in each camp, Momotaro
blurs the line between spirit and human worlds64. His boldness and success in crossing
boundaries that normal humans fear are meant to serve as inspiration for anyone facing
what seems to be an insurmountable task. As we shall see, many Japanese children did
follow in his footsteps of crossing into the unknown and discover many useful traits
they may have never realized they had.
The forces that Momotaro bargains with to eventually beat are the
personification of nature, the mythic yokai of Japanese lore. Their fearsome appearances
and natures are inspired by the various environmental forces and emotions they
govern, and so are as diverse and multitudinous as could be imagined. Their opposite
counterparts, humans, of course must take the reverse stance—that of unnatural, dirty,
and dumb, like the machines they use against the yokai. These contradictory entities
simultaneously fear and respect each other; humans fear the power the kami command
over nature, while the kami, in turn, hate the damage that human defilement can do to
them. It’s when this curious relationship is put to the test that the most transformative
conflicts occur.
The border between the spirit and human world is marked by things symbolic of
change or shifting from one world to another. Traditionally, the most common symbol
of the worlds coming to together is twilight, when day turns to night, and the yokai
come out in force, and when humans can’t see them. At this transitional, liminal time of
day, the boundary between spirit and human world all but disappears and the inhabitants
of each mix freely. Another common symbol, and very historically significant, is that
of buses and trains. Trains came to Japan during its most momentous time in history, its
modernization; thus, trains and locomotives are synonymous with rapid transformation
and transportation to another place and time65. Tunnels often pop up, too: a straight and
narrow pathway to the unknown light at the distant end, a gateway to another world.
Of all the symbols of the bridge between spirit and human worlds, water is by
far the most potent and complex metaphor. In Shinto, water is valued as one of the
purest substances, capable of cleansing and healing any spiritual illness. It constitutes
the qualities of passivity and gradual change. It is also full of paradoxes—life sustaining
and wildly dangerous at the same time. It is very often the place where humans and
spirits interact66. Water is where both child characters of Chihiro and Tadashi are
introduced to benevolent water spirits. These water demons serve as the attractive
young counterparts to the humans’ adventures and guide them well through the spirit
world. Kawahime in Yokai War may even be described as having a lot of sexual energy,
what with the camera’s focus on the smooth skin on her leg, and the water that drips
into her crotch, unlocking her memories, in a shamanistic connection of body to spirit.
Haku of Spirited Away carries less of the same undertones, but is nonetheless something
of an unspoken love interest to Chihiro.
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Spirited Away makes use of all these transitional metaphors as the young
protagonist tries to navigate the scary new world on her own. The film’s opening scenes
are very important to establishing her character and showing the start to her journey.
We enter her life at a time of great transition, as she moves from her birthplace to a new
home that she clearly resents. Throughout the film, we follow her closely as she grows
from whiny appendage to her parents to autonomous and careful individual. In the
beginning, she childishly clings to her mother as they follow the dark tunnel from the
human world to the abandoned train station and theme park on the other side. As night
falls, the spirits come out, and she finds herself trapped in the spirit world. Once she
enters the bathhouse, her whole identity as human Chihiro is stripped, as she sheds her
name, clothes, and even her smell67. The turning point for the heroine’s transformation
is on the train ride to meet Zaniba, the kind witch who lives miles from the bathhouse.
On the train, she leads an odd party of spirits, looking out for and protecting them, as
they do for her. Such care shows a newfound, adult-like consciousness, even in such a
young girl. When she returns to the bathhouse, she is welcomed and even applauded
by the staff, signaling her acceptance into this new group. Thus, her transformation is
complete, but not from human to spirit, but from child to adult.
Water has enormous symbolic properties in Spirited Away, always cropping
up at the most important times in Chihiro’s transformation. Water was the thing that
initially separated her from the human world, as it filled the dry river bed that divided
the park from the tunnel. It forms an endless landscape as she gazes out the train
window, like the deep sea that separates Japan from the rest of the world. Furthermore,
Chihiro becomes very close with the water spirit Haku, and forms a special connection
with the powerful river god visiting the bathhouse68. Water has that wonderful quality
of washing away bad things and filling the space with new and regenerative energy to
revitalize and reinvigorate life in general.
Perhaps that is why the bathhouse is so central to spiritual wellbeing, the
reason that drew the river spirit. Opposite to water is the junk and filth that spills out
of the god, representing human degradation that plagues the spirits in modern Japan.
Where water can wash away and heal, this forgotten waste clogs everything it touches.
The junk caught in the river god changed his pure and powerful form into something
unrecognizably repellant, blocking his power and ki69. Chihiro’s role in correcting the
problem shows her maturing in her understanding and initiative by growing into her
place in the world. The presence of water in Spirited Away aids in Chihiro’s maturation
and transition, educating her about the good traits of adult life.
In Yokai War as well, the child main character undergoes a great transformation,
aided by the spirits and monsters of the other side. Young Tadashi is also experiencing
big transitions and contemporary kid problems: his parents recently divorced so he was
sent to the countryside to live with his senile grandpa, and must adjust to a new town
and school where he is bullied by other children. Tadashi, though, acts the heroic part
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like Momotaro, teaming up with an odd assortment of yokai to save the world from
the human-turned-demon and his army of mechanical monsters. Like Chihiro, the film
follows Tadashi as he conquers his worst fears and learns the meaning of growing
up and adulthood. The same symbols of transition and liminality are clearly marked
as in Spirited Away. Tadashi stumbles into the spirit world, much in the same way
as Chihiro—boarding a bus as the sun sets, which takes him through a dark tunnel,
crossing the borders of spirit and human worlds. His mind is put to the test as he
faces the mythic creatures that haunt his dreams and parody his fears. His watery first
encounter with the Kappa and Kawahime set his biggest ordeal and transformation in
motion. Tadashi more literally combats the human waste and spiritual disconnection
seen in Spirited Away. The unnatural machine soldiers are made up of the built
up resentment of things tossed aside by humans, including outdated yokai, called
yomotsumono. Completely opposite to the ecologically connected and age-old wisdom
of the kami, yomotsumono are dumb, unfeeling, and mechanical, like the machines that
humans invented to withstand the forces of nature. Tadashi does not fight them out of
personal interest, but because he feels a duty to his new friends to help them and save
their world, as well has his, from destruction. Doing something for others rather than
oneself constitutes Tadashi’s new understanding of adulthood, realizing that truly good
people know the difference between acting out of concern for others or themselves.
When Tadashi finally beats the yomotsumono, he successfully joins the adult world,
coming to an understanding about his and others’ places in the world, and so rejoins the
human world with his newfound enlightenment years beyond his age.
Conclusion
Old folktales and their modern interpretations still share many of the same traits and
purposes, as the former was converted into the latter. They deal with the boundaries
that people construct and live with, as they create the idea of the known and unknown,
and try to imagine the world beyond their own familiar existence. Whatever does exist
on the other side of the borders may not only be a source of curiosity, but intense fear,
as they are the ultimate unknown. Children are especially susceptible to this, as their
natural curiosity and innocence lets them see the full scope of the horrifying monsters
of their subconscious and the unknown. These outsiders and other worldly beings
personify fear, and folktales pit these against the younger characters, teaching them to
be hard working and honest members of society. When characters cross the borders into
the unknown, they undergo transformations that turn children into adults, coming to an
understanding about their place in the world and a new perspective on themselves and
others.
It would be a little odd for an essay in a collection of others about the yamahage
to go without saying anything about them at all. The case of the yamahage fits very
well into my thesis, however, and so it would not be out of place to mention them. The
yamahage are mountain spirits that descend once a year to frighten children into good
behavior for another year. The poor kids, safe in their homes, are suddenly set upon
by creatures of the outside. The fearsome kami close the gap between nightmare and
reality, inside and outside for the kids, and thus embody their greatest fears about the
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cold world outside. The parents, to save their kids, strike a bargain with the monsters,
promising their children will be good this year and will grow up well. When the
yamahage enter the home, they cross the barriers between human and spirit world, and
so demand some sort of transformation or change from the inhabitants, asking them to
be conscientious and hard working as integral members of the society, and so educating
the youth to do the same.
A modern problem with these yokai traditions in places like Akita, is the
diminishing effectiveness of the demons’ presence. Children, through constant exposure
to modern inventions like television, the internet, and commercial culture, have
become too familiarized with the fearsomeness of the yokai in their home, and do not
fear them as much as they used to. If the kami of Japanese folklore represent the roots
of Japanese life and the aged past of their society, then they have lost out to the wild
world of television and computers. This reflects a kind of disconnection from the past,
as the idea of the exotic, the faraway, and the outside world is brought right into the
home every day70. While the children are not educated to have a fear of the outside,
but to have a healthy curiosity, it has rendered the creatures of folklore redundant and,
by comparison, boring. Things like tourism and commercialization can change the
meaning behind a people’s local folk culture, taking away its teeth (as it were) to fill the
same role it did in bygone eras. In many cases, this is the only way a community can
maintain their mythic roots, just short of reinstitutionalizing the practices altogether.
In the face of modern media, the meaning of fear, and thus the unknown, as well as
adulthood, has changed drastically, as the gap between peoples of the world come
together across new boundaries and new spaces.
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V. Survival of Folk Culture:
Through Change and Tourism
Natalie Irving

The practitioners of the Yamahage tradition do not want to advertise their culture to
the outside world. One could argue that this is where the discussion of Yamahage
and tourism should end. To some extent, this is true; but, in reality, the evolution of
individual folk cultures tends to be much more complicated. It is extremely easy to
argue that one’s choice to change should be influenced by them and them alone. And
yet, an individual’s survival often hinges on their ability to change and to adapt to the
whims of those around them in order to earn money or acceptance. What should happen
and what does happen is, as always, different. Thinking of folk culture in the same way,
is it possible for a folk culture to stay intact and unchanged in a world where they must
survive by the wants of those that provide money? To give you an insight into their
relative unknown status within the community of Akita prefecture, I would like to relay
an encounter I had.
One day, while talking with a group of local people at the university’s
community language centre, I happened to mention the yamahage and my
research. I was quickly corrected, with a clucking exclamation of “Namahage!”
I shook my head smiled, ready to explain my self, before another member of the
group fired off a few quick sentences in Japanese, explaining the namahage’s
Yuwa counterpart. Pausing, the explainer looked at me, unsure. For despite
knowing that I had in fact identified a real culture, there was still the possibility
in his mind that I was wrong, and had actually just mispronounced the allfamous name of the namahage.
For namahage is a tourist explosion within the Akita area: the idea of a similar, but
more secretive counterpart is completely unknown to most. The yamahage do not want
the fanfare and the problems that accompany it. As a result, the outside community,
even those quite close, do not recognise the difference, or the significance of this similar
but unique culture. The sustainability of this unknown status is, however, questionable.
The world is getting smaller, and it is harder to keep hold of traditions than it used to be.
One needs money, from one source or another, and there are really only three options
for the modern folk culture: self-funding, or conscious preservation71 and tourism. The
latter two need some kind of outside awareness in order to even contemplate success.
I do not want to argue that the yamahage need tourism, nor do I think that
becoming a tourist commodity is its inevitable fate. The practitioners should be the
71
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ones in charge of their own traditions, rather than following the whims or the advice
of scholars or government. What I want to explore is what can happen when one lets
tourism in, thus in turn giving an idea of what might become of yamahage in the future.
There may come the day that the yamahage tradition cannot be sustained by the will of
the community alone. When that happens, it is important that they know their options
and are informed enough to make the decisions that allow them to keep their tradition
and support it, with or without help from the outside.
Choosing Sides: Why Choose Tourism Over Conscious Preservation?
Without conscious preservation or tourism, how can a folk culture gain the money it
often needs to carry on? It would seem that in a world so quickly modernizing it may be
impossible for folk cultures to survive without some sort of outside influence. As such,
it can be beneficial to examine the options available to the communities, in case if they
are ever in need of it.
Yet, this section exists, not to convince you of the superiority of one choice or
another, but rather to inform you of the logic that this paper shall use, and the point of
view this writing is coming from. For, although this paper explores points and gives
observation, opinion, and suggestions, the best choices come from the practitioners
themselves. It is their feelings and thoughts that should be respected, for it is they who
should gain the most from their traditions, no matter what form they choose to practice
them in.
There is no definitive right choice, as neither leaves a culture unaffected. Both
will cause changes, in one way or another, due to the nature of letting outsiders in. For
tourism, a folk culture may find itself having to tweak, at the very least, its outward
appearance to appeal to outsiders. Thus, it could be said that a community that chooses
tourism has to relinquish some control. However it can be argued that conscious
preservation also causes the relinquishment of power to a higher authority, taking the
ability to change away from the practitioners. Conscious preservation often acts with
greater rigidity in its demands than tourism, but is not a fickle as tourist’s whims tend to
be.
As such, both methods may manipulate culture, but with different outcomes.
This is due to the difference in focus. Tourism changes traditions, or at least the outside
guise of them, and shifts the focus from the practitioners to the observers. Conscious
preservation, on the other hand, changes the focus to the folk practice itself, rather than
people, from within or without the culture. As such, what are preserved are rituals and
traditions, but not culture and meaning. This can cause stagnation by not allowing it to
change with its people. It stops the organic changes that take place in a living folk art
by creating rules for the practices and restricting the people who are meant to own the
culture. Persistent preservation can even cause folk practices to regress to forms they
previously held, thereby erasing decades of natural change that has occurred. Conscious
preservation too often looks at folk culture with a romantic and outdated eye, idolising
the past forms of folk culture in favour of their current, but real, counterparts.
Even with this knowledge, it is clear tourism is not faultless, and it can even
encounter the same problems as conscious preservation. It is a delicate balance, in
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which one needs to try and find the most favourable outcome possible. Due to the
extremely regulated nature of conscious preservation however, and its propensity to
take away the ability to change, tourism might be seen as the milder choice that leaves
the practitioners room to still control their own culture.
An Outside Perspective…
Tourism can be an extremely tricky thing to examine or predict. Being controlled by
so many other factors, it can sometimes be hard to guarantee that a place will succeed,
or that a culture will not be harmed by its “success.” Of course, though it is impossible
to assure a tourist location a leg up on others, there are theories as to what makes a
place attractive. Strangely, this often relies as much on the world outside the location
or culture as it does on the culture itself. Or rather, it relies on the people outside the
culture, and their perception of their own personal worlds, and of the worlds of others.
These onlookers are rarely objective: their perceptions of a culture, even when seeing it
first hand, can be affected by things they have previously seen.
This altered way of viewing situations is introduced by John Urry in one of his
books The Tourist Gaze. This “gaze,” among other things, creates a romantic location
out of somewhere that might otherwise not be very remarkable.72 That is to say, that if,
for example, you have been shown breathtaking images of a place and told stories of
how amazing it is, you will subconsciously build up a mental image of how you believe
that place to be. And once this mental image has been created it will affect any future
encounters you have with the place. Even when you finally see the place in question for
yourself, it will be almost impossible to separate the image in your minds eye from the
reality—even if the reality does not live up to the mental image. Thus a disingenuous
experience has been created, and, through word of mouth, will be passed on. This same
idea can be applied to folk culture, and folk events: turning the unremarkable into the
marketable.
The aspects and types of culture that are able to be marketed can, at times,
be quite baffling to even the practitioners of the culture. Kuzaki is a small, remote
community in Japan, now famous for its abalone divers. Due to heavy marketing,
selling the divers as erotic female pearl divers, tourism has boomed in the area.
However, these ‘sexy’ divers are wholly imagined, and reflect nothing of the truth of the
community. “The villagers are ambivalent about their national reputation. They like the
money the tourism brings, but they also admit frankly that they do not quite understand
it.”73 For their community is the same as most in Japan, they are just as modern, and
there is not anything remarkable about them in their own eyes. But marketing has
changed the unremarkable to remarkable in the tourists eyes.
Thus it can be easy to manufacture a tourist location, as long as the
advertisement and information available is able to create a place that seems to be
desirable to go to. Of course, flattering media on its own is not the sole creator of a
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tourist location. Without an actual product to advertise, there can be no tourism, and
although all cultures may have marketable aspects, they are not often marketable in
their raw forms. The question then becomes, what makes a folk culture marketable?
Other cultures are not automatically attractive to tourists. They require a process
of change in order to become experiences that can be marketed. The change needed
is that brought about by objectification. The word certainly brings no pleasant images
to mind. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, to objectify is “to degrade or
demote (a person, class of people, etc.) to the status of a mere object,”74 an act of
removing humanity, and undeniably cruel. But, this isn’t the only interpretation of the
word available. If we were to argue that the objectification is focused on the culture,
rather than the person, a different definition of the word makes more sense. To objectify
is also “to express (something abstract) in a concrete form.” 75 This idea is softer than
the original definition, no longer taking away an individuals right to be human. Culture,
as expressed within society between practitioners, is often something intangible,
based more on interaction between the community than the physical form or outcome
of the tradition itself. Outsiders, however, distanced from the community and thus
the meaning, can not participate in this community. As such, this abstract feeling of
integration folk culture produces needs to be displayed in “concrete form” in order to
become something outsiders can take part in and observe. Thus, through objectification
you are turning the culture into an object, or rather giving it the guise of an object,
creating marketability. In this way, the process of objectification in regards to folk
cultures can be seen as the process of changing the outward appearance of a culture or
tradition in order to turn it in to something that can be sold.
This said, culture is so entwined with those who practice it that any
objectification that is aimed at the culture will affect them too. This brings us back to
the first definition, whereupon a human being is turned into an object or a commodity.
Tourists travel for different reasons, but the desires that drive them can be boiled down
to two things: the want to experience, and the want to observe. These wants inevitably
require of a folk culture practitioner their cooperation and time. They become the
commodity on sale, even if they are not the complete focus of commercialisation. In
this way, the objectification that occurs is neither benign, nor is it awful and damaging.
Rather, it is a fusion of both a gaze that is critical and expecting, and one that enables
transformation.
Objectification comes with a number of implications; the first being that there
is an ideal that the objectified should encompass. This ideal can be imposed by many
different groups, from outsiders to the practitioners themselves. However it is within the
outsider group that this implication becomes interesting and perhaps a little baffling; for
preconception and expectation mars all travellers’ interactions with foreign cultures.76
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This shouldn’t be the case, as, as a tourist, you are purposely leaving the comfort of
your normal existence to bask in new surroundings, as a break from what is perceived
as the hard slog that is life. As such, when entering these new surroundings, one should
expect to encounter the unknown, and to embrace it. And yet, many tourists balk at the
idea of being thrust into an unfamiliar situation, even for the brief pause of a holiday.
They expect to be catered for, and they expect to be the centre of attention during their
excursion: which means that they expect that things should fit there own ideals, while
maintaining a superficial sense of otherness that causes a place to feel foreign.
Preservation and tourism share a common thread in their pursuit of nostalgia.
Both yearn to return the world back to the way it was, and this is particularly true of
Japan. Frequently in Japanese tourist posters and adverts you will find the advertisement
of some childhood rural idle, conspiring to produce a yearning for the country within
the average Japanese business man, the average Japanese business woman. The problem
comes from the disparity between the nostalgic view and reality. Nostalgia is yearning
for the idyllic past: an escape from what we view as the harsh realities of the modern
day. But it is yearning for an escape we just can not have, for that past no longer exists,
and in fact never did. Each generation looks back at the previous one, and views the life
of their ancestors as superior, often connecting their childhood memories to their view
of how the past “really” was. And yet, nostalgia is not a fixation with the past so much
as a fixation with the present. It focuses on the problems of today, obsessively clinging
to the idea that something is now wrong, and that same something used to be right.
Nostalgia is the want of change. It is the inevitable want that arises from the
romanticism of images of the past perceived to be better than the current reality. This
want drives tourists to have certain expectations of locations based on their limited
knowledge of what a culture should be like. They often base these assumptions on
stereotypes, or on the idea that those from different areas are radically different from
themselves. They are interested in “traditional culture.” However, it is not the traditional
culture of today they want to see, but instead that of the past. The assumption of many
is that traditional is synonymous with the past: when, in fact, the “traditional” cultures
of the world constantly change and evolve over time to integrate into the society. But
this normality can often seem too plain to a tourist, whose belief is that these people
should hold something unique enough to merit travelling to. They fixate themselves
on the idea that the past lives of folk cultures are the “pure” culture, and in turn force
communities to present themselves in a more faux-traditional way in order to attract
tourists.
This change in presentation causes a sphere of tourism to be created: a bubble in
which the tourist is pandered to, and kept apart from normal life. They see sections of
the culture and tradition chosen in order to entertain them, though these are far removed
from daily life. So separated in fact, it can be argued that what one sees as a tourist
is in fact extremely inauthentic to the point that all that they experience is a wholly
constructed lie created to make them spend the most money, and then leave the area
with the most positive outlook to pass on to others. However, just because something
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is far removed from daily life does not make it unreal, or inauthentic. A tourist should
not come away from a tourist destination thinking that they have experienced the true
life of the locals: but they have seen a snapshot or an aspect of their life, whether it
be a snapshot of their present, or their past. Although tourists may require a culture to
present itself in a way that harks back to times of the past in order to appease them, the
culture itself is really only changing its outward appearance. The culture is presenting
itself in a new way to outsiders, but that does not mean the practitioners are changing
their own rituals behind the scenes, nor the meanings behind them.
When It Goes Right, and When It Goes Wrong
Tourism, as touched on in the last section, does not necessarily have to infringe on the
true cultures of the folk. The outward face may be different to the true heart of a culture,
due to the wants of tourists creating the need for this; but there are many examples
throughout Japan of “scarecrow” cultures that purposefully keep the tourists away from
the real, and often sacred, traditions of the area. In these cases, it is not the will of the
tourists that create the façade, but instead the will of the practitioners. A purposefully
artificial image of the folk is created so that the tourists can see the culture of the area,
although constructed, while funding the true culture at the same time.
The enablement of objectification brings the ability for folk cultures to
earn money. As sad as it is to admit it, the world works upon supply and demand,
and modern supply and demand revolves around money. Without money, cultures,
especially small cultures of the folk variety, can die out. Small, rural cultures are now
being forced into the hamster wheel of modern society, and it charges an entrance fee.
This is not, however, meant to be a scathing look at modern society, but rather just a
statement of fact: there is a price to pay for the relative comfort that a section of the
“modern”77 world currently enjoys.
As such, it becomes inevitable that folk cultures might be utilised in order to
help fund an area or community. One example of this is the folk performing art hayashida, in Mibu and Kawahigashi, Hiroshima prefecture. After briefly losing the tradition
due to a law prohibiting outdoor singing being passed in 1903, the practice had to be
recreated and was subsequently marketed with a more competitive spin.78 This changed
the feel of the culture dramatically, but “[a]s the fact that they were sponsored by
commerce and industry reveals, the purpose of these competitions was to revitalise local
economies. By stirring up people’s competitive and wagering spirits, organisers hoped
to gather crowds and get them to buy local products.”79 Tourism, in this case, recreated
a folk culture that could have been lost. Tourism does not have to destroy culture; it can
77
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complement it. By recreating the culture in a way that makes it marketable to tourists, it
can help the local economy and fund itself. In fact, this way of funding works well, as
it also means government preservation bodies do not have to get involved and impose
regulations, and thus can’t dictate what happens to the culture. The control of the
culture gets to stay in the hands of those who deserve it most: the practitioners.
However, there are times that pandering to the fickle wills of tourists and making
changes can have devastating effects on communities. Those actively trying to attract
customers can get burned. If a location primarily marketed to a certain clientele changes
in order to attract other niches of the market, they risk alienating the previous customers
while running the chance of being unsuccessful in attracting the new customers in
the first place.80 And when this occurs in communities built around tourism, this can
have devastating affects. With no all encompassing rules on sustainable tourism81 and
culture friendly tourism within developed countries, it is the burden of the companies
and communities themselves, making it their responsibility to self-regulate the tourist
industry. Unfortunately this self-regulation mostly only occurs once damage has been
done to the community, and the locals are experiencing disadvantages far outweighing
the advantages.82 It is important that the mistakes and triumphs of past folk cultures are
examined, in order to set up a system of regulation that can be implemented before any
damage like this takes place.
As much as tourism can harm, it can also have many other affects besides: it
can, in fact, strengthen a culture as much as it can bring one down. A prime example of
this is seen within the Ainu population of Hokkaido. Controlled by the government of
the time, they faced debilitating discrimination, stripping them of the right to perform
their culture in all but a few places. Only allowed to perform in tourist villages, the
Ainu were forced into giving up their culture. However, at the same time as this was
happening, Japanese people, wajin, flocked to these places, eager to see the exotic
ways of these government classified, “less-than-people.” Lisa Hiwasaki explains this
situation thusly: “As a result of over a hundred years of wajin assimilation policies
and discriminatory attitudes, Ainu material and spiritual cultures had been thoroughly
affected. It was only through tourism they could express themselves, although
admittedly such expressions were extremely limited and the aspects of culture initially
emphasised were in accordance with the commercial interests of the wajin.” 83
Although restricted, the tourism allowed the culture to carry on until today:
where many Ainu people are now fighting to claim back their culture. Some scholars
argue that they may not have culture they have to day without the adversity of the past,
as they would have instead been assimilated into wajin society almost completely by
now. Tourism, and the experience the current form of the culture has with marketing
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itself is allowing them to try and reach out to both wajin and foreign nations to grant
them their right to be recognised as the natives of the land and to try and assert their
individuality as a people.
The Namahage
As mentioned before, the yamahage are not a completely unique folk culture: they
have company in the namahage and, in fact, with many other ‘hage’ traditions around
the country.84 Some of the practitioners of the yamahage tradition we spoke to over the
course of our research were even rather unconcerned with the difference between the
cultures: the distinction, to them, does not particularly matter. Or at least, it matters
little enough to warrant only a slight indifference as to whether their yamahage is
thought of as the same as the namahage. With the practitioners themselves agreeing on
the similarity, it makes a lot of sense to draw heavily on the namahage when examining
the yamahage, particularly when it comes to the examination of tourism and its effects,
due to the namahage’s commercialised state.
Like the fishing village previously described, the namahage have a public, and
a private face. Their own, religious rituals take place on one date, and then the fauxrecreation of these rituals for tourists occur around two months after. The festival itself
varies greatly from the actual practice, so much so that in 1978, when the commercial
Namahage Festival had been only running for a few years, of it a researcher said:
“The Namahage festival as a commercial attraction seems to be unreliable and
unpromising.”85 Yet, over thirty years later, the commercial aspects of the namahage are
thriving, even though they are not “authentic.” The festival serves to fund communities
around the area, and there is now even a museum in Oga dedicated to them, with the
profit from ticket sales being fed back into the areas that still practice the tradition.
However, not all of the commercialisation that surrounds the namahage in
the Akita area goes towards the folk culture. The namahage’s image has become so
synonymous with Akita that all across the prefecture different tourist spots capitalise on
its popularity through themed gifts, food and services.
This popularity does not reflect the culture itself however, as although the tourist
industry surrounding the namahage thrives, the number of practitioners is in decline.
The lack of funding is not the problem, but instead it is the decline in belief. As older
members of the communities come to relinquish their posts, the younger generations
no longer want to take over. The tourist industry, although able to excite outsiders,
and revitalise the markets in the area, is not in the position to be able to recruit new
participants; for, in this case, the tourist culture is just too far removed from the real
thing. A religious, or a least spiritual, inclination is needed for the real namahage
tradition, a connection the tourist tradition just does not have. In terms of funding, the
tourism surrounding the namahage culture excels, but it can not preserve anything
without the cooperation of the participants. In the end, tourism is only a tool: it can not
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save something that no longer has the will to be saved.

Fig 2. Namahage Masks For Sale in Oga Peninsula (by Jasenkaite)

Conclusion
Tourism is not the definitive answer to the question of how to solve the problem of
declining folk cultures. It is imperfect, and requires a delicate balance to sustain without
causing damage to the practitioners’ traditions. It is, however, a path that many folk
arts and cultures will have to consider treading in a rapidly changing and modernising
world. Within this consideration it is important that they draw on the experiences of
other folk cultures, similar and not so similar.
The most important thing for folk cultures is that they maintain autonomy and
control of their traditions. This is possible when mixed with tourism, and even when
mixed with conscious preservation. Looking forward, folk cultures, what they are and
what they mean, will continue to change, and they will need to employ new ways of
survival, to fit in with the modern world. But tourism, or any other tool of preservation,
can only save a culture that wants to be saved. It is up to the culture itself to recruit new
members, to pass on their traditions and keep the interest within their own community
alive. Tourism provides funding, and even in some cases a purpose for keeping the
tradition going, but it can not provide the will to survive.
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VI. Aesthetics in Preservation
Anna Wheeler

In this chapter, I will be exploring the use of artistic and visual expression in folk
culture and how it enhances ritual practices in different folk traditions throughout
history. This chapter will also examine the importance of artistic traditions in the
preservation of folk traditions, using the prominent traditions of the Namahage and
Yamahage of Akita prefecture in Japan as a case study.
The chapter will be divided into three parts. In the first part, I will be examining
how artistic tradition has been an integral part of ritual and belief since the earliest
human societies. I will do this by examining some of the oldest examples of art in
existence: the prehistoric cave paintings of the Lascaux Cave in France, and the ropepatterned pottery of the Jomon culture in Japan. Using these examples, I will discuss
various theories of the roles these ancient pieces of art played in the beliefs and rituals
of these prehistoric societies.
In the second part, I will look at the role that masks and costumes play in
different folk rituals using examples from various traditions in Europe: both those that
are extinct and those that survive in the present day. I will then show how these visually
enhanced cultures depend on these masks and costumes as a vital part of ritual and
tradition. I will also present the idea that when attempting to preserve these kinds of
folk culture, visual aspects cannot be isolated from their respective traditions.
In the final part of this chapter, I will show how the ideas I have examined in
the previous two parts apply to a particular folk tradition. Using the Namahage and
Yamahage folk traditions currently practiced in Oga Peninsular and Yuwa Valley in the
northern Japanese prefecture of Akita as examples, I will explain how the mask-making
traditions in both of these folk rituals are essential for their preservation. I will also look
at how exploiting the image of the Namahage mask for the benefit of commercialism
and the tourist industry has affected the use of masks in both the Yamahage and
Namahage rituals.
Artistic expression forms a crucial part of human life. It is used, and has been
used, as a communication tool in human societies long before the written word was
invented. Every living human feels inside them the need to create, it is a need so
ubiquitous to the human race that there is not a single human society on earth that does
not have some example of visual culture. This visual expression is what binds human
societies together, and, throughout history, the most prominent examples of artistic
expression have gone hand in hand with the need to communicate messages between
members of a particular group, especially when concerning rituals and beliefs.
The use of visual expression to convey messages within a society goes back over
10,000 years, even before the development of agriculture. This is easily demonstrated
by the many examples of prehistoric art that have been discovered on every continent
where human societies have lived. Cave paintings are a particularly good example.
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They are images painted in crude mineral paints on rock walls or carved into the rock
itself. Examples of cave paintings have been discovered all over the world, but one of
the most famous examples can be found in South-west France.
The Lascaux Caves contain examples of cave paintings from the Palaeolithic
period, making them around 20,000 years old. 86 These paintings mostly depict
animals that would have been native to the region at the time, along with some strange
unexplained symbol-like marks and human figures87. These primitive images represent
a purely visual culture. Without a developed written language, the individuals within
these prehistoric societies may well have relied on images to communicate important
messages to other members. The exact purpose of these cave paintings has never been
determined, but theories vary: from hunting predictions to primitive star charts, or even
sometimes though of as a form of early shamanism-type ritual88. One thing that is for
certain, is that the creation of these images must have been of crucial importance, as
their creation would have taken up valuable time and effort that could have been spent
hunting for food to ensure the further survival of the group. From this example, it is
clear that visual culture has formed an essential part of communicating information
between members of a certain groups since the earliest days of human society.
Alongside these paintings, evidence has been discovered that suggests that certain
rituals took place that were in some way connected to these images: elements of which
can still be seen in various practices of indigenous peoples throughout the world89.
The pottery of the Jomon period represents some of the oldest examples of
ceramic decoration techniques in the world: the most famous of which is the ropepattern decoration. This very simple method of decoration used various pieces of woven
rope to impress patterns into pots while the clay was still soft90.
While the pots themselves were obviously useful every day objects, it is clear
that some time and effort went into their design and decoration, the most intricate
of which clearly had some form of ceremonial value 91. Further evidence that more
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decorative objects were used in some form of early religious ritual can be seen in
the discovery of miniature pots, decorated clay tiles, and even clay figurines 92. As
they have no practical use, they must have represented some kind of belief that was
important to the tribe, or were a way of conveying a message between tribe members or
passing down traditions to future generations. In fact, the strange animal or demoniclike figurines that were discovered on the island of Honshu may indicate a very early
precursor to the Namahage and Yamahage traditions, with some form of animistic
rituals involving the spirits of animals or demons being practiced amongst the tribes
in the area.93 This shows that, even in the earliest societies, there was already a link
between the communication of information through a visual medium, and the beliefs
and religious rituals of a particular group.
In Europe there are still many examples of folk traditions that have survived
modernization. Many of these traditions are similar to the Namahage and Yamahage
in that they are visually enhanced cultures. Visually enhanced cultures, unlike purely
visual cultures, rely on some form of creative expression as an important aspect, but
do not make it a central part of the culture. For example, many folk traditions focus on
a particular belief through rituals involving a sacred form of song or dance, through
sacred offering. There are many visual aspects that form an important part of these
rituals, but they are not the central focus of the ritual.
One particularly good example of such a culture is Kukeri festival in Bulgaria.
It is an old Bulgarian folk tradition that existed long before Christianity came to the
area94. In the Kukeri festival, in the week before lent (about half way through February),
men known as mummers in animal masks and costumes parade through their village
at night, visiting houses before performing a dance in the village centre. Many of the
costumes also include large cattle bells, as the ringing is believed to frighten away evil
spirits.95 It is done for a very similar purpose as the Namahage and Yamahage rituals:
to chase away evil spirits from the houses of the village, and to bring good luck and
happiness to the people of the community. The representations of animals seen in
the Kukeri festival are not so far removed from the more demon-like appearances of
the Namahage. In fact, many of the Yamahage masks bear a striking resemblance to
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some kind of animalistic spirits of the wild. This shows that both folk traditions share
a common foundation besides the similarities of rituals, despite existing on different
continents. Both represent a close connection between the community and the earth off
of which they live, and both fulfil a duel purpose of carrying out an important ceremony
for the welfare of the area, and also strengthening relationships within the community:
fostering important social bonds that keep these small communities together.
Some of the early attempts of preserving folk culture highlight the importance of
these visual aspects of tradition. Many early preservation movements tried to preserve
the culture by simply taking these visual aspects and leaving behind the rituals and
people who created them. But by treating them simply as pieces of stand alone artistic
expression, many movements inadvertently contributed to the decline of the very
traditions they were attempting to preserve. A particularly well-known case is the work
of Cecil Sharpe, an early pioneer of folkloristics. During his research of the folk dances
of South-West England in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Sharpe
compiled many songs and dances that may well have been in danger of being lost in
a time when England was caught up in the urbanization that came with the industrial
revolution96. But he only focused on the songs and dances themselves, treating them as
pieces of art in their own right and paying little attention to the communities, traditions
and rituals that created them97. When creating the English Folk Dance society, Sharpe
excluded the very people from whom the dances had come. Without the communities
and traditions that gave these dances meaning, the dances quickly lost their significance
and the folk traditions they came from quickly faded into obscurity98.
From this, it is easy to see that visual aspects of folk cultures do not exist for
their own sake, unlike other forms of art. They are created to play an essential role
within the rituals they are used, forming an essential part of tradition. Just like the
masks of the Namahage and Yamahage, or the costumes of the Kukeri festival, the folk
dances were used as a means for communication and were essential part of local folk
rituals. They also function as a way to pass on tradition through the generations, with
younger members of the community gradually being initiated into the rituals*** and
being taught the significance of these masks, costumes or dances.
Visual culture still does play a vital role in the preservation of folk culture, as
visual aspects are the most recognizable parts of a culture. However, preservation of the
visual aspects of a folk culture will not preserve the traditions themselves, because if
only the visual is preserved, the culture behind it will disappear leaving the visual parts
behind as a sort of cultural fossil. Cecil Sharpe’s propergation of folk music and dance
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is a classic example of this. Equally, visual components form such an integral part of
folk culture, that it is impossible to preserve these traditions without them. In order to
properly preserve folk culture, the traditions and visual components must be preserved
together and so a key part of folk culture preservation is to treat the visual culture and
the rituals and communities behind them with equal importance.
The Yamahage and Namahage traditions are an excellent example of a folk
tradition that incorporates visual culture as a vital part of the ritual itself. On one level,
the masks and straw wraps are important in that they function as costumes: scary
disguises that are designed to scare children. They are made to resemble demons or
monsters and each community that practices the tradition has its own unique design**.
But, unlike in other traditions, these costumes are destroyed and recreated each year.
The making of these costumes and their purification at the shrine is an important part
of the ritual**. While the younger men in the community might play the role of the
Namahage or Yamahage, the older members of the community can also participate as a
vital part of the ritual by creating the costumes, and by participating in the purification
ritual at the shrine. In this way, every part of the Yamahage and Namahage ritual
incorporates different members of the community, helping to strengthen relationships
and the social bonds of the community itself.99
The costumes of the Yamahage and Namahage are very similar in design,
both using rice straw collected from the harvest that is woven together to form the
straw wrap of the main body. The real difference is in the design of the masks. Many
Namahage masks are carved from materials such as wood or papier-mâché, and are
often painted in bright colours, usually red, blue or green, with gold and silver paper or
paint being used to highlight or exaggerate features such as horns or teeth.
Namahage masks are especially created for the ritual and therefore are often
used by a community many years in a row, until they wear out from use. Yamahage
masks, on the other hand, are often made from straw and are burnt and remade each
year. Many of the main parts of the mask are made from repurposed agricultural
items**. One example is in the village of Hiwasawa in Yuwa, where for generations,
the design of the mask has been based on the lid of a rice bin, a piece of equipment that
has existed in the area for centuries. The use of these traditional agricultural tools in
mask making suggests that Yamahage tradition is far older than the Namahage, which
may have evolved from it. However, it is uncertain as to how far back this mask-making
tradition goes, as there are few existing written records concerning folk culture in Akita
prefecture before the Meiji period.
Today, it is not known where the first Namahage and Yamahage masks came
from, and even masks makers and members of the community themselves do not
know, stating that the design has simply been handed down through the community
from generation to generation**. What is unusual about these folk traditions is that
every community has its own unique mask design that does not exist anywhere else:
making the Yamahage and Namahage incredibly diverse folk cultures even though they
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only exist across a relatively small area of Japan. These designs are best exhibited at
Shinzan Shrine near Oga City, where many different Yamahage and Namahage masks
and costumes have been collected and displayed. The variation in size, shape, colour
and facial characteristics is astonishing, even though they were all made with the same
purpose in mind. (picture)
Although the newer designs are based on traditional representations of oni, the
original masks were not intended to be reminiscent of demons because that is not what
the Namahage are. They are kami, Gods of the wild, and in Japan it is believed that
kami have no shape or form**. This means that any physical thing created to represent
kami is based on the artist’s own interpretation of what a kami might look like if it had
a physical form. This combined with the wide variety of myths explaining the origins of
the Namahage and Yamahage may well explain why every community has developed a
unique style of masks, as each one is based on that community’s interpretation of what
Namahage or Yamahage are. For example, in the village of Iinomori, the creation myth
of the Namahage says that they were originally oni that were brought from China and
who terrorized the village, threatening the citizens, drinking their sake, eating their food
and threatening to take their women and children. Only the cunning of the villagers
prevented them from being a constant terror and calmed them enough for them to
return to the mountains100. In other communities, the stories vary from the idea of the
Namahage acting as messengers for the kami, while in others, the Namahage image
came from mysterious giant people who washed up on the shores of Oga101.
Unlike the “standardized” version of Namahage masks, which are now so
familiar in tourist shops, in Oga the original designs reflect a certain aspect of the
Namahage that a particular community wanted to emphasize. While some designs do
appear to be frightening, others have kinder, mysterious or even humorous faces**.
This further emphasizes that the Namahage were not “bad” or “evil” and the choice of
design for the masks plays a vital role in communicating that message. In Iinomori, the
story of the Namahage being oni has influenced the design of the masks, making them
more demon-like, with horns and fangs. Their role in this particular community is to
scare children and new comers, such as daughters or sons-in-law, into behaving and
becoming productive members of the community102. In other villages, depending on
what they believe the Namahage or Yamahage to be, masks can look more mysterious
or alien instead of simply monstrous. Although a particular design may be passed
down throughout generations within a village, in some villages, the masks will be
altered in some way, with each creator adding a little of their own interpretation of
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what they believe the Namahage or Yamahage to be103. This proves once again that
the visual element of this tradition plays an integral role in how individuals and the
community in general perceive the folk tradition. It reflects on their interpretation of
the role Namahage and Yamahage play in their own communities and how they wish to
communicate this to other members.

Namahage Mask (by Sakai)

Today, the Yamahage and Namahage traditions are at risk of disappearing from
their communities, and one of the big causes of this decline is the aging population and
lack of young people to pass these traditions on to**. This is particularly evident in the
tradition of costume and mask making, as most of the remaining mask makers in the
area are quite elderly and have no apprentices, stating that few young people in their
communities have much interest in learning the tradition**. In many communities,
this shortage of masks has lead to the use of mass produced masks in the ceremonies,
an example being the village of Hiraodori where, most years, the community uses
plastic masks that were brought from Akita city**. This use of the standardized, mass
marketed mask in the ritual is considered by some communities to be a way of stopping
the decline of the tradition in villages where mask making has died out. However, as
discussed in the previous part of this chapter, the creation of objects used in rituals
are an integral part of the ritual itself and some have noticed that the decline in actual
mask making ties in with other issues that are causing the Namahage folklore to die
out**. The once unique hand-made masks have become a standard design**, which
is the red or blue oni-like figure that can be found all over Akita prefecture. With the
loss of the original mask designs, many of the important messages that they passed
on to the community about the role of the Namahage in these communities is lost
for younger generations. Many older members of the communities complain that
younger generations do not understand the purpose of the Namahage**, thinking that
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they are merely scary demons that frighten children and drink large amounts of sake,
when the true nature of the Namahage and the role they play in communities is far
more complex. This lack of understanding leads to other problems, such as the rituals
themselves becoming simplified, as less people understand their significance; and less
people welcoming Namahage into their homes, as they do not understand their purpose
within the community**. All these problems together are leading to the extinction of
the Namahage and Yamahage folk traditions in many of the villages in Yuwa and Oga.
Tourism and the commercialization of the Namahage, and the question of
whether to give the Yamahage the same treatment, presents a difficult dilemma for
many inhabitants of Oga and Yuwa. The creation of tourist-orientated festivals, such
as the Sedo Matsuri at Shinzan shrine, create an ideal environment in which to educate
outsiders about the Namahage folk culture. Taking place in February, well removed
from the actual time of the Namahage festival (which takes place on the 31st December),
the Sedo Matsuri allows residents of Oga to show off the various designs of Namahage
masks and show outsiders a part of the Namahage folk culture without said outsiders
intruding into the communities themselves. The tourists see the flashy, visual part of
the culture, while the rituals themselves, which are far more private and intimate to the
individual communities, are kept hidden.
But the over commercialization of this standard Namahage image has
completely separated it from the tradition itself. Some community members
have outright stated that the standardized version of the Namahage are not in fact
Namahage at all, as they are completely removed from what the Namahage originally
symbolized**. They have criticized the famous red and blue oni-style masks because
some communities have taken to using them in the place of their own designs, which as
stated earlier, is part of the reason for the decline in some aspects of the tradition.
However, the creator of the wooden red and blue masks at Shinzan has stated
that the designs he makes are specifically aimed towards tourists and not intended as
replacements for pre existing designs**. These masks are not produced for a mass
market either, as each is individually hand carved and painted by the master himself,
who comes from the local community and was taught the craft by older members of
that community**. (pictures)
Although it seems hypocritical to praise these masks as beautiful pieces of art in
their own right when so much of this essay has been arguing that visual aspects of folk
culture cannot exist on their own, it should be noted that these are created simply as art
in their own right, which is not the same as the masks that are made to be used in the
rituals.
From the examples I have examined in this chapter, it is abundantly clear
that visual aspects do in fact play a vital role in the preservation of folk culture. The
traditions within these various folk cultures rely on visual expression as a key part of
passing on the messages that they represent. Attempting to preserve folk culture by
simply taking the visual aspects on their own and isolating them from the traditions and
communities they come from is the wrong approach to take. Doing this simply reduces
these visual elements to a sort of cultural fossil: a display in a museum that does
nothing to prevent the extinction of the folk culture itself. Folk culture should not be
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treated as a mere archeological artifact, some remnant of the long distant past, but as a
living, breathing culture that belongs here in the present. Therefore, visual elements of
a folk culture should be treated as part and parcel of the whole folk tradition itself, not
as a separate element.
Equally, the rituals and traditions of a folk culture cannot simply ignore visual
elements because, as we have already seen, they play a crucial role in these rituals.
When considering methods of preservation of a folk culture, thought must be given as
to how to keep these visual elements, as well as the traditions and rituals themselves,
alive. In the case of the Namahage and Yamahage, this will involve finding ways to
continue mask-making traditions within the communities that practice the Namahage
and Yamahage rituals.
One possible solution that is used in the Kukeri festival is encouraging young
members of the community to come up with new designs for costumes and masks in
the form of a design contest. The Kukeri Foundation holds a fashion design contest
every year, encouraging young art students to dream up costume and mask designs and
submit them, along with a portfolio detailing exactly where these designs came from104.
This provides an opportunity for more young people to get involved with their local
folk culture, as well as giving them the opportunity to think about and explore what this
tradition means to them. It will help them feel as though they are a part of this culture,
rather than merely playing out an old tradition that only distantly feels connected to
them.
This, after all is what folk culture in its purest form really is- a reflection of the
beliefs and ideas of the members of a particular community. While some may object to
the idea of the mask designs being changed, it should be pointed out that the Namahage
and Yamahage masks have constantly been evolving throughout the generations as
new mask-makers have made alterations to the designs based on their own and the
community’s personal interpretations of what the Namahage and Yamahage represent
to them. Mask designs, therefore, should not be frozen in one design, and that design
declared to be the true one, when the different communities have always had a variety
of designs, and even the Namahage and Yamahage by their very nature, do not have a
true form.
Encouraging such understanding and involvement through participating in
designing the masks will be an important part of educating the younger members of the
Yuwa and Oga communities, as it will inspire their interest in this folk culture and relate
it to their own lives within their communities. This will prove essential in the long run
to keeping the Namahage and Yamahage alive and relevant to their communities as the
folk culture is passed down to the next generation.
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VII. All in a Glass of Night:
The Yamahage of Hirasawa?
Ellen Usui and Darren J. Ashmore

The snow has been falling for the better part of the day by the time we arrive in the tiny
hamlet of Hirasawa, and the roofs of the quiet community are already several feet thick
in a shroud of white. The roads, though carefully tended by the monstrous blinking
machines of the local government, are themselves already verging on impassible, and
very few cars are to be seen battling the weather as we alight from our bus and enter the
community hall.
Yet, even as the snow-flurries
intensify there are still little knots
of people to be seen outside the
windows, braving the drifts and
the cold to bundle food and drink
and other things of good-cheer
into their homes as the sun sinks.
And, as one listens carefully to the
hushed conversations which trail
after these frail, ghostly shapes it
is not the night alone which they
seek to stave off with sake, sweets,
mikan and fresh mochi.
Away in the fields, as with
Fig 1. The Cold Winter of Akita (by Usui)
other such places about the Yuwa
region, a dread transformation is building: one which has the young children of the
region clinging to their parents in abject terror, their howls echoing the growls which
the sensitive seem to perceive from gloom, which folds itself about the hamlet as if it
were a thing alive.
As the very last rays of the dying sun are overwhelmed by the snowy night,
imagination seems to take hold and the cries in the fields seem to intensify; exulting in
the gloom, as if some fiend or other had been set free of its bonds of light to roam out
into the world of mankind to vent its fury upon those who dare to stray too close to the
wild places.
For make no mistake; though Hirasawa is but a handful of miles removed from
the modern-day Japan of which we all know (Or like to think we know. Or pretend we
know), this quiet little valley is far from the tame land which it might appear in light
and heat of an Akita Summer’s day.
Indeed, standing under the eaves of the old Hirasawa community center,
unwrapping this year’s kera (Yamahage costumes), one is drawn inevitably to the
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question as to what these, seemingly insane proceedings actually mean.
For the Outsider, the situation might seem not merely ludicrous, but actually dangerous;
after all, the residents – and students – who are being wrapped and masked in this
cold evening actually propose to visit several houses in Hirasawa – under the guise of
demonic figures – and intentionally terrify the young children of the various household.
The plan still clearly un-nerves some of our students, who it seems still cannot reconcile
the acts with the religious intent of the day’s events and the apparent violence which is
promised.
‘At home’, says one young man, known as Julian, ‘this would be called child
abuse at the very least. I cannot believe that I am being dressed up in order to do
such things in the name of a Japanese God. Or perhaps I AM the God. I do not really
know’.105
That admission, as simple as it sounds is part of the fascination of the Yamahage
traditions in Yuwa – as well as with allied traditions around Akita as a whole.
The Yamahage is clearly a ritual figure, whose actions and interactions with
the community serve more purpose that merely giving the youngsters of the region
nightmares at the start of the New Year. Yet, what purpose does this seemingly archaic
figure play in villages whose religious life seems obscure as the snowy night itself, as
the party troops up, from the community centre to the millage shrine, tucked into its
ramshackle and gently decaying plot of land at the edge of the community. It seems to
be a sad cavalcade to be sure, in this gloomy place; a parade of little ghosts hiding in
the shadows.
And yet… As the doors of the shrine are thrown open, a living World awaits.
The Hirasawa Jinja is no grand shrine, to be sure, but it has a ‘lived in’ and well-worn
feel to it, and the priest whose family has run the place for many years has been busy
tonight, lighting candles, preparing heaters and making his patrons ready to receive
their servants on this important night.
This shrine is dedicated to many Kami, all of whom are either connected to the
agricultural and natural Worlds, or are part of the Imperial Family of Gods.
Once the kera clad men are settled at the front, the priest begins the ceremony
by abjuring the Kami themselves with a series of powerful drum-beats which emulate
thunder and summon the kami from their slumber to bear witness to the pleas of
their followers. This call to the Gods also serves as the call to prayer on most days,
as is the case in shrines up and down japan, with the drum-beats audible across
much of the small community. However, on a night such as this, they serve another
purpose; not only do they summon the Kami to the shrine to officiate over the night’s
transformations, but they also announce to the community that judgment is being called
down, and that all should address any obliquities remaining in their characters , lest
they be carried off into the hills.
In turn, the Kami are summoned by the rhythmic beating of the drum, and first,
comes Ōmononushi-no-kami [ 大 物 主 神 ], the God of the rivers and rains. Though
there are five other regional Kami, it is Ōmononushi-no-kami who stands largest in this
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event, for it is this God who scatters life-giving water to the farmlands of the realm,
from his home in the mountains round Nara. An older deity than the more commonly
worshipped Inari-Ō-kami [ 稲荷大神 ], the God of rice growing, Ōmononushi-no-kami
is the Kami who reveals the nature of the community, as well as the first of the purposes
behind the Yamahage rituals; healthy rice growing. Indeed, the agricultural cycle is
rooted in the success of the rice harvest in places like Hirasawa, and it always has been.
Just as in times past, a bad harvest means misery and loss for the whole community,
whilst a good harvest brings prosperity and happiness. The whole village, and everyone
in it, is tied up to the mind and soul of Ōmononushi-no-kami in this, for just as all the
kami are connected and bound to serve one with the other to maintain the Celestial
Courts, so too are the people bound to serve as well.
It is not unreasonable to suggest, therefore that the Yamahage are both Kami and
messengers at the same instant once they have been blessed and transformed. The Kera,
the straw wraps which make up the costume and masks of the Yamahage are the central
theme here and reveal the connection to the land. As Michael Ashkenazi suggests, rice
is life, and power over rice is power over life.106 In this ritual facet of their existence,
the Yamahage reveal their status both as Gods and the servant of Gods in that they
have become the very land given form, and are about the business of their master,
Ōmononushi-no-kami, who will reward those communities who please his agents with
good weather and fine harvests, but damn those who have failed him by seizing their
children; the very future of the community cut down as young shoots before the storm.
As if to re-enforce this, the priest reminds those present that, once the evening’s
labours are done, the kera are to be returned to the shrine, where they can be bound
round sacred trees and slowly return to the soil from whence they came – a symbol of
the cyclic nature of the Gods, and yet the perfect way in which to delineate how that
power is bounded.
It is as Goto Hajime suggests when comparing the masked dance of Noh
to costuming of rituals like the Yamahage; they don their masks, complete their
transformation, the truth of the moment is clear to see. These are not beasts, not
monsters as we have come to know them in the modern sense at all. They are not the
grinning, inarticulate ciphers of a faith which paints demons into its credo with which
to beat the weak and drive them, gibbering into the arms of salvation. Neither are they
the emasculated, and de-fanged creatures of popular culture, who serve little purpose
beyond that of baby-sitting the young from within the glass gulag of television.107
These Yamahage are Gods and servants of Gods as much as demons, and in a
form which is as powerful and primal as they were when they first stepped out of the
earth to terrify the young of this region. They have the power of the very land at their
control, but they are also constrained by the laws which their masters have laid upon
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them; bounded by the connections that all share with their own communities.108
This is especially evident when the Yamahage actually begin their rounds for the
evening; moving from street to street, from house to house, upsetting the quiet order of
things and leaving change in their wake; it is as if they become the Essential Other, the
unfettered Outsider. However, as true as that might be, they are also strictly contained
within the sort of social and ritual rules which all the community follows.
As the Yamahage move from house to house, and interesting pattern emerges
which re-enforces this notion of bounded power.
The Yamahage are never alone in their journeying, and are always accompanied
- when not shadowed by university students – by figures known as Sendatsu [ 先 達 ]
who bear torches to light the path, clear the way for the servants of the Gods and, which
is most important, seek permission to enter the houses of the community.
‘This does not sound like the terror of old does it? However, this is just as it
has always been, for as long as we have kept records. On a practical level, this
is because it is not polite to go storming into a house without invitation; after
all, this is not a night of chaos. However, it also serves a more ritual purpose,
in that it recognizes that even within the village, there are boundaries over
which no-one – not even the Gods – may tread without the proper rituals’109
Here is another essential point regarding the ritual nature of the Yamahage; they are
powerful spirits incarnate in this World, and they carry the blessing of the most potent
kami of the region. However, even the kami themselves are subject to the law, and this
is evidenced in the strict way in which the Outside is allowed inside the community.
Having pleased the gods, and been blessed, the Yamahage have been permitted
across the threshold of the community, but in order to carry out their mission they must
also gain entry to the houses of the village and this requires yet more rituals which,
to outsiders may seem innocuous enough, but which carry powerful significations of
negotiation and compromise with them.
Firstly, not any old house may be approached, and thus has always been the
case. For example, families who are grieving the loss of a member in the previous year
will not be disturbed, nor will their members take part in the Yamahage ritual. Some
scholars, such as Emiko Namahira might say that this is because such families are
ritually impure during their mourning period, and they might affect the overall power of
the ritual.
As she argues, the pollution of death is very profound in Japanese religious
thought – as it is in most societies – and suggests that there is no more potent kegare
[contamination] in the native faith. The survival and prosperity of a community, she
suggests is dependent on the ancestors crossing over when they die from corrupt
physical beings of flesh, to pure beings of spirit, which are fit to take on the roles of
household deities.
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Should the Yamahage intrude on the ritual period in which this process is taking
place, the power of the their presence might interfere with that process, perhaps even
denying that house another, important figure who might otherwise have gone on to
guard the family in the years to come. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, until
the rituals of purification are complete, and the mourning period is over, being in the
presence of Death – either physical, or ritual – would have a powerfully negative effect
on the yamahage themselves, damaging their own authority and preventing them from
acting as agents of the kami.110
‘It is true that the Yamahage carry death with them, to be sure. However, they
are ritually speaking agents of regeneration and renewal and growth. Just
because they have the power to punish wrong doers, does not mean that they
are evil and corrupt in their person. If they were allowed to bring the taint of
death with them into a house, they might end up cursing the family no matter
what they did and as their kera returned to the soil with such taint, that might
damn more than just a family.’
In addition, families who have had babies in the previous year will not be visited for
similar reasons, associated with kegare. Childbirth involves a great deal of blood –
which is considered to be polluting when spilled for any reason, and whilst the birth
is a joyous affair, the taint it carries lingers in the air for upwards of a year, depending
on the local interpretation of the faith. Just as with the taint of death, the corruption
of spilled blood would, according to the traditional view, adhere to the Yamahage and
damage their own abilities.
Even once the Yamahage has entered the village, and managed to negotiate
around forbidden, tainted dwellings, it is not certain that they will be admitted to any
houses these days, and even though these potent kami have an important job to do, they
are impotent without the help of their Sendatsu going across the threshold of each home
and gaining them admission.
This is because each house has its own boundaries, its own kami and its own
sacred space. As the Yamahage are (at this moment) outsiders, they cannot set foot even
in the genkan porch without leave, and here we see the most important ritual of the
evening; not to the gods, not connected with pollution and not dedicated to terrifying
toddlers (this comes later). This ritual is purely connected to community, hospitality and
friendship.
The Sendatsu approaches the home, announces his presence and begs entry for
the yamahage to bless the house. The householder then invites the Yamahage to drink
sacred rice based wine, or spirits as a symbol of welcome.
This is critically important as the sharing of valuable resources such as wine in
the depths of winter is a significant gesture of trust and hospitality; as if in the conscious
act of sharing, seemingly with a total stranger, the household is electing to admit the
guest in the hope that they will respect that trust. Once the wine is drunk, the yamahage
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are inducted into the family, if only for a while and the main event may begin.
Traditionally, the Yamahage would have stomped and stamped their way
around the central room of a Japanese farmhouse looking for children. However, in an
age of teak floors, carpeting and such like, the servants of the kami are often reduced
to carrying out their rituals in the genkan. Thankfully, the potency remains, even if
sacrificed to ouse-proud modernity.
Children are sought out. They are berated for their lazy behaviour and
threatened with abduction and/or execution if they are not able to satisfy the yamahage
of their worth.
All this carries off – for the most part – with a good deal of screaming for
the poor children who have not experienced this before, and possibly a good deal of
giggling from those old enough to know the score.
Back and forth the debate goes:
“Have you been good?”
“Have you been playing too much Modern Warfare 2?”
“What about your homework?”
All the while, the parents seem to actively encourage the straw beasts, as if they
are attempting to raise a cacophony of sound which might reach the kami themselves
and placate them directly; as in the Hiraizumi festival on the 20th January, in which all
the babies born since the last festival are ritually scared to the point of tears as a way of
giving them strength and vigour, by attracting the kami to their spirited wails.
At the climax, the yamahage – finally convinced of the children’s guilt – will
attempt to abduct the little darlings.
But, lo! Here comes the switch.

Fig 2. A mother protecting her children from the Yamahage (by Makino)
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The parents, having already made something of a deal with the Sendatsu, come in at
the last moment and physically rescue the poor dears and ‘convince’ the yamahage to
accept food, drink and money as a token of respect and a guarantee of good behaviour
for their little rascals. The parents gather up stray strands of straw and weave them into
talismans for their young and, the yamahage will pronounce their children safe from
harm – so long as they mind their manners and stay good throughout the year.
‘This, of course is what the yamahage want all along, both ritually and
practically, you understand. On one level they represent spirits connected to
the community, they are outsiders, but also insiders as well. They have no real
interest in killing children. They simply prefer to make it clear that the land has
laws, and the community has a part to play in that system. They are a noisy,
but gentle reminder to the whole village of what really waits in the winter night
for those who do not stick together and help each other. On the more practical
side, what does anyone want with a mewling baby, when they can have some
rice, sake and a little cash?’
This money, placed in an envelope called a kokorozashi [ 志 ] is the final token which
completes the transformation of the outsider kami into a full member of the household/
community and enables their blessing to pass into the house.
In practical terms, the money enables the village shrine to pay for the running costs
of the event and support itself. However, in a more ritualistic way, they are part of a
system of gift-giving which is central to Japanese notions of hospitality. The money
is not a payment, in one sense, but a token of respect, and in times past it might have
taken the form of rice, vegetables, drink, materials, tools, books or anything that the
local shrine might have needed.
In return, the Sendatsu will give the householder a token known as an O-fuda
which is a physical manifestation of the power which has been transferred from the
yamahage to the household; something which can be enshrined and renewed each year,
just as faith – both in kami and community – is renewed each year.111
At Hirasawa the fuda is inscribed thus: 産 土 大 神 御 守 護 [Santotaishingosyugo]. This translates as “this has the power of the Gods for things which grows
from the soil”. Here is yet another reference to the importance of the agricultural cycle,
the root of the yamahage in the kami of the natural World and the very practical faith
which farmers must have in the land upon which they gamble the lives of their families.
The woman in the adjacent photograph enshrines their family O-fuda on the
main pillar of her home, for this is considered to be the strongest and most sacred part
of a traditional Japanese dwelling; the first thing to be erected, and the thing for which
the whole house relies upon for support.
That, in essence is what the yamahage do; they test the ‘main pillars’ of the
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community. They look for weakness, help repair any hurts they find and remind these
small, self-focused communities that their own culture and their own lore is essential in
that process.
The folklore of places like Hirasawa and the yamahage which stalk the winter
night are not merely tales to be told to tourists, but a reminder to a group of people as to
what is really important to those who live on the land.
Nature is beyond the complete understanding of mankind, and should be treated
with the respect it deserves. We all of us live our lives just on the edge of survival
[doubly so in ages past] and have only wit and our hands to stave off the elemental
fury of the World. We wrong the world at our own peril, and the furies we find in such
tales and rituals as the Yamahage remind us of our duty and of the price of being out of
harmony with both ourselves and the land.
From the outside the value of such a ritual might be difficult to grasp, but I urge
you to think about this the way you think about winter festivals of your own. Whether
you are talking about Christmas, or Hannukka or the like you are admitting the outside
world into your own in the depths of winter and despair to highlight that even the
darkest times pass and that all the quicker when the community stands together.
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VIII. Taboo in Traditional Folk Culture:
Participation of Outsiders and Women
Yukari Yokoyama

Introduction
Akita, a prefecture in Japan, maintains various attractive folk cultures in this modern
society due to its local culture. This culture makes folk traditions special, and
contributes to regional identity, and thus generates a feeling of shared community.
Due to strong, shared attributes , Japanese tend to see their roots in the community.
According to Joseph (2005), he explained that people make a group depending on
language, religion, race, or culture. Japan is a racially homogeneous island country,
so the bond of the communies based on local region is strong. People use regional
community as a way to express their identities. To form this regional identity,
people share their same folk customs, however what they share is different among
community. Usually, Japanese people in the same region share a god “Ujigami” (a
regional guardian god); considering them the ancestors of the region, and posing a
strong foundation for religion. The belief in a shared god creates the feeling of unity
and connection. However, in Akita, some folk cultures are facing the problem of
decline and disappearance: people’s shared identity might be hard to maintain. The
main reasons why folk cultures are confronted with this problem is the aging society
and subsequently a lack of a young generation. In addition, society changed over time
and the peoples’ values have changed towards folk cultures. Mere local maintenance
of culture might prove ineffective. To secure the preservation of folk culture, outside
assistance can counteract the declining human resources. According to Hori, ancient
communities consider deceased ancestors and alien gods as worthy of introduction. This
reveals that the outside of the community included ideologically different worlds. Clear
borders between the inside and the outside are drawn; however, they contain connecting
elements. Shamanism is an example of this. The role of the Shaman is to convey the
message of a god to the people.
Yamahage are considered the messengers of the gods, thus they have a similar
role. Even though they belong to the Yuwa region in Akita, the Yamahage itself is
an outsider to the community. Additionally, similar things can be said about women.
Women usually are insiders, but can become outsiders of the community due to of
the concept “Kegare” which connects worlds of life and death. Thus, the boundary of
inside and outside is sometimes unclear. In order to avoid chaos, taboos that clarify the
line between them are made. In modern society, the outsider can be all kinds of people
such as tourists, observers, audience members, academics, even people in authority.
Therefore, it is crucial to consider the realms of inside and outside and their boundaries;
especially the taboo to cross the boundaries, which shapes the way how modern
outsiders and woman contribute to the local folk culture. This section will explore the
general concepts about the boundary between insiders and outsiders, the taboos made
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for outsiders and women, and discuss an actual folk tradition - the Yamahage in Akita.
The general concepts about
the boundary between insiders and outsiders
In order to consider the state of communities in Japan, the ideas of “inside” and “outside”
should be clarified. The outside world does not just refer to territorial boundaries,
but also the spiritual world where beings such as gods or dead people exist. The
boundary seems unclear and fluid. Therefore, to preserve a special bond among a local
community, taboos are created to distinguish between the two realms. According to
Komastu (1996), in ancient times, people of the community considered outsiders as the
newcomer that brought both fortune and vice. Some gods or messengers visited local
communities to provide fortune, so people were welcoming. In the Tohoku area of
Japan, there was the folklore about Zashikiwarashi, spirit guides in the form of children.
During certain times they dwelled in the zashiki (room), warashi means children.
Nakamura (1995) analyzed that the room in which the zashikiwarashi stay would
flourish. Outsiders change a community, if this change is positive people consider it
a taboo to adhere to the old boundary. Accompanying the taboo came the existence
of connecters between outside and inside, for instance in the Tohoku area, the Itako,
whose role is to call the spirits of the dead and speak for them through the body. The
position of the Itako is across the boundary of this world and the world after death. The
Yamahage and the Itako play similar roles: to create a channel between the inside and
the outside realm. The Yamahage are said to live and come from the mountains which
are located within the community, but the mountains are a sacred place for people
because the gods live there.
In Japan, boundaries between outside and inside realms have been created with
an additional taboo to secure the border. However, as the examples of shaman and the
gods’ messengers show, there also were the ways to interact with the outside of society.
The boundary contributes to the need of a feeling of unity and makes the people feel a
regional identity and a special bond within the local community.
General Concepts of Taboo
A taboo that a local community holds is important to understanding the society itself.
How was the taboo made? Why does the community believe in the taboo? According to
Yamauchi (1996), there are taboos amongst all ages and societies. In order to recognize
the individual, division from others and clarification of the world is necessary. It forms
the individual identity, and it is a characteristic for human beings. The boundary helps
create a form of identity, the taboo ensures that crossing the boundary is unlikely.
Yamauchi explores the reasons why the taboos are made in the book Taboo no nazo wo
toku [To Solve the Mystery of Taboo]. In general, animals adapt themselves in order
to survive, but human beings try to change nature to adjust to human life. During that
process, people suppress their desires, especially for food and sex, which ironically,
symbolize animal characteristics, so taboo is a social construct. However, there are
some ambivalent, indivisible parts, called the grey zone. Constantly thinking about
the adaptation, people would confuse themselves and thus would descend into chaos.
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Therefore, the taboo poses a cognitive shortcut, labeling unusual and extraordinary
things as forbidden or undesirable; the taboo creates a threshold that keeps chaos in
check. This threshold divides the outside and inside, so the boundary of the two is
interrupted by stepping through it, thus, posing an explanation why outsiders were
usually blocked from joining a community: Outsiders were unusual for a community
and hard to give a position to, since it shook the already established boundary of the
community. Acceptance of outsiders might have changed the community’s life and
identity, and thus was usually a threat.
According to Douglas, taboo works when people share it. Moreover, people use
the concept of taboo in order to hide a fact they would not like to see (Komatsu, 1996).
Sometimes, an authority or social system abuses a taboo to exploit certain people,
especially people in a weak position. For example, the system of Shinoukousyo during
the Edo period, which divided people into four categories: Samurai, peasants, factory
workers and merchants. These four positions were based on people’s occupation, but
contained many taboos related to behavior, manner, and marriage. Additionally, under
this system, there were people who were called eta or hinin. Eta means dirty, and hinin
means not human beings. These people were governed strictly, and isolated. This
example shows taboos are made when a lot of people share the same recognition, and
people use taboo as the reason to justify the difference. This kind of artificial taboo
leads to discrimination, so it should be broken. Nevertheless, taboo is not necessarily
negative. Taboos for practical reasons, which derive from social standards are
acceptable. For example, in Japan, people should not wear shoes inside. This kind of
taboo is a useful rule to make society run smoothly.
The concept of kegare
Kegare is one taboo concept. It regulates how women participate in folk culture.
Women stay inside of the community, but women’s reproductive ability make them
cross the boundary and it is seen as extraordinary within the community. Commonly,
there are differences in social standing between men and women, and it sometimes
originates in a social taboo. This is the reason women have sometimes been denied
participation in folk culture. In Japan, the power of men was simply stronger. In
ancient times, men did productive work such as hunting or fighting, while women did
reproductive work such as housekeeping or child-raising. Physical differences divided
the roles of men and women. A man symbolized vitality and energy, so his purpose was
to protect his wife. The woman’s primary role was to give birth, but also to protect.
These ways of thinking created the image of male and female roles, or the concept
of gender division. Due to the sexual division, the woman’s role was more practical.
However, the role society expects men and women to play has changed and nowadays
role differences have been diminished. Therefore, the gap between the current situation
of society and the difference based on gender leads to discrimination against women.
Following the change of gender value, the role of women in local folk culture should be
reconsidered.
When discussing the differences between men and women, the biggest
difference must be the reproductive ability. According to Namihira (2009), kegare does
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not just mean “dirty.” This concept relates to the meaning of starting and finishing life.
The physiological phenomenon of a woman’s menstrual cycle means both birth and
death. This is because this occurrence is preparation for childbirth, but the blood itself
is associated with death. Therefore, women’s monthly crimson tide is considered as
the phenomenon which disturbs the line between this world of life and the world after
death, so people marked it a taboo with the concept of kegare. Women themselves
are the source origin of blood, so they became the target of kegare. Traditionally,
this concept was used to ban women from participation in folk culture. However,
from the ancient times, there are some roles women traditionally had. For example,
miko (priestess) in Japan is still carried on by the females. In Kojiki, which contains
a lot of Japanese mythology, many gods such as Amaterasu are female. According to
Yamashita’s explanation, Amaterasu was originally the priestess of the sun, but she
finally got the highest position to govern the world. Considering another example, the
woman named Himiko was the emperor in Yamataikoku (the country which was located
in ancient Japan). She governed her countries as shaman to interpret the voice of the
god to people. In this way, women were involved in selected rituals. These examples
expose that women were important to the maintenance of a society and could not be
removed from important ceremonies due to the concept of kegare.
Kegare does not only mean dirty of blood. In Hiraizumi, there is the local
festival which strongly connects with the feeling of prosperity of the descendants. This
is the Motsujihastugaya festival and its function is to defend against Kegare and Yaku
(evil spirits). In the festival, naked men bring burning wood from the Hiraizumi station
to the Motsuji temple. Local people thought that fire has the sacred power to drive
Kegare (evil spirit) away. Also, the wood the men carry symbolizes the penis, so men
recover their vitality by doing this. This example shows kegare is not just duty, but it
means the situation which symbolizes a lack of ke (vitality). According to Akasaka, the
opposite of ke is hare, and these two concepts influence each other. Ke is the ordinal
time, but it decreases when the time passes. Therefore, people have to supply it by
spending the extra ordinal time, hare, such as festivals, ceremonies, or rituals like
people in Hiraizumi do in the Mostujihatsugaya festival.
The analysis of Kegare shows that the physical difference creates a clear
division of duties for men and women. In modern society, the activities of both genders
is promoted to be equal, and the sexual expression tends to be eliminated because
of morality. However, this kind of different role for men and women and sexual
expression, such as the example of Hiraizumi, have a concrete and inevitable meaning
for the prosperity of the descendant. Therefore, this kind of sexual expression should
not be removed from local folk culture to preserve its originality.
There is an example where locals allow women to join local culture in Akita.
In the Kanto festival, women, nowadays, are allowed to participate in the festival.
According to Kuroda, Kanto is held to drive away sleepiness during a hot summer,
and to pray for abundant crops. In the festival, men lift up sao: a big pole with many
lanterns that look like ears of rice. There is the theory that Sao represents the penis, so
to touch a pole is strongly banned for women. However, locals allow women to play
the part of ohayashi, who play Japanese traditional flute and drum. Kanto also faces
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the problem of lacking successors, and allowing women to participate in the festival
was a great help to keep the tradition alive. Now, it is not rare to see women join Kanto
festival as ohayashi. Thus Kanto preserve the sexual expression containing the essential
meaning of the festival and introduces the participation of women to solve the lack of
performers, it could be said that Kanto is one of the example of how to preserve local
folk culture with women.
The Case of the Yamahage in Akita
In Yuwa, a city in Akita, there is the folk tradition known as the Yamahage. The role
of Yamahage is the messenger of the god, so they worked as the channel between the
outside and the inside of community. This means that Yamahage transcend the taboo
of boundary, and Yamahage itself is both insider and outsiders. In fact, the role of
the Yamahage is performed by local people. In this folk culture, insiders represent
outsiders. When observing this culture, the rituals and costumes such as kera are made
of straw. The mask which looks like the devil have the key to cross the borders between
inside and outside, or this world and the sacred world. By holding rituals, insiders
are part of society, but become outsiders psychologically at the same time. Moreover,
wearing a kera and mask affect and symbolize the people’s unconscious change.
One of the taboos in Yamahage culture, is to take off the kera and mask during the
performance. The kera and mask symbolize “sacredness” which divides profanity of
the world, and these two items make insiders into outsiders. Therefore, removing these
two items leads people into a state of chaos, which confused whether the person is the
messenger of the god or an ordinary human being.
Locals believe that men traditionally perform the Yamahage ritual. There are
no records of a woman ever participating in the ritual. Participants have the common
consensus regarding the participation of women. The reason for women’s absent
from Yamahage role is not only the taboo of kegare. When considering Japanese
gods have gender characteristics, it could be said that the messenger of the god, the
Yamahage, might be male. According to Akasaka’s research, similar folk culture in
Oga has the strong characteristics in regard to women and children. He analyzed that
the organization of Namahage culture was relevant to keep the community’s order and
authority. In that point, the participation of women might be undervalued in ancient
times.
Originally, the role of Yamahage as the messenger of the god is meant to be a
lesson to lazy people. This includes not only children but also women, especially wives.
Previously, the role of the husband and his wife was more clarified than in current times.
In general, wives were in charge of the household works such as housekeeping and the
discipline of the children. Remnants of these gender roles are reflected in Yamahage
culture. Women have different roles from men in the ritual, protecting the children, and
treating the Yamahage with food and sake. Additionally, when the Yamahage goes from
house to house, they have to drink a lot. The role of Yamahage is very tough and needs
physical strength, not the typical quality of a woman. Therefore, it was the male’s job to
become Yamahage.
In modern society, the variety and number of outsiders has been increasing.
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For instance, they are tourists, observers, academics, and authorities. In general,
modern outsiders have the possibility of being helpful to create a new perspective or
reconfirm the value of cultures. The form of participation of outsiders should definitely
be unified as a positive way to preserve it. For example, local people in Oga have
introduced tourism into Namahage culture. A man by the name of Ishika, who has a
role in preserving Namahage, answered to an interview of Akita Sakigake newspaper
saying at the Namahage sedo festival, he enjoyed the local culture with tourists
and tried to think of the Namahage in an objective way. In the same article, Forster
discusses the economic benefits of tourism which are needed to keep the tradition
alive. However, communities must react negatively if outsiders have the possibility
to disrupt the stability of the community. In the case of the Yamahage , local people
think Yamahage is based on the local community and thus is important for locals in
forming their culture and confirming their identity. Therefore, they are unwilling to
welcome tourists for community activities. Nevertheless, it does not mean that they
are exclusive to all outsiders. They hope that they can continue the culture, and pass
it to the next generation because they believe it is necessary for their lives. This way
of thinking is also understandable to keep their tradition intact and uncorrupted.
According to Akasaka, Kanto festival in Akita city faces the dilemma of losing the
original meaning of the festival. As a society changes, culture also needs to change in
order to fit modernity. The Kanto festival was originally the religious event to pray for
the productivity of rice, but it changed and became a show for tourist. Some people
like Akasaka said this kind of change is problematic, but we may also consider this
change as necessary in order to adapt to the tradition of modernity. The way locals carry
on their local folk culture should be decided by each community, meaning outsiders
such as academics or governments should not enforce certain decisions or values. It is
important to continue without burden, but the situation of the Yamahage is faced with
the difficulty of a decreasing population, as well. The problem is that the number of
successors is declining. In order to solve it, community members are opening up to the
idea of outsiders. In that case, outsiders should understand the feeling of local culture
and join sincerely.
Conclusion
This essay explores the meaning of taboo in tradition, especially concerning outsiders
and women. The main question is how they could be relevant to local tradition in the
future. In order to form individual identity, people divide things, between the inside and
outside, men and women or sacred and profane, in order to classify the world. Seeing
the exotic outsider might lead people toward chaos, so it is considered taboo. Outsiders
have the capability of destabilizing the community. Women are alienated because of
the concept of kegare, which blurs the line between life and death. Both ideologies
were common roots to relate the boundary of taboo. In the case of the Yamahage, there
is enough room for outsiders to help if they do so in order to help preserve the culture
with deep understanding. Overall, the way that local communities keep their culture
changes to fit this modern society. At the same time, they should preserve the essential
ideas behind the rituals.
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IX. Psychology of the Mask: Yamahage
Tekle Jasenkaite

The first encounter with a mask is always memorable. It seems that after this “meeting”
there is a change in the way you think or understand the world around you. While
looking at the mask of the Yamahage I got the feeling as if an angry demon was staring
directly at me and trying to grasp the nature of what was behind my mask. No doubt it
has a huge effect on children who are not only scared easily but also live in the world
where ghosts, demons and evil spirits are still wandering around. Could it be that the
Yamahage is one of them; a demonic creature that scares children and women so they
will feel the psychological importance of men in society? Or is it kami spirits that bring
luck and peace to the community?
In this paper I will try to analyze the impact of the tradition of the Yamahage
not only on society but also on individuals. The main focus will be on the question of
how this tradition changes both the life of a particular hamlet that the Yamagahe visit as
well as one’s perception of the notion of “I”. Moreover, I will indicate some ideas about
the function and purpose of masks in communities, paying attention primarily to the
phenomena of Yamahage.
In Encyclopedia Britannica the mask is defined as “a form of disguise or
concealment usually worn over or in front of the face to hide the identity of a person
and by its own features to establish another being”.112 This might be a straightforward
and quite understandable way to explain the main idea and function of a mask but the
very fact many masks have survived and been preserved through hundreds of years of
changes in the cultural, social and historical environment shows how important and
sacred they must be to the world. This leads us to the essential questions such as what
is the role of a mask in culture? What does it represent? Why do people need to put the
mask on? The beast or the great beauty dancing, shouting or simply staring encourages
one to face the reality of other world – mythical, unconscious and Cosmic. The
otherness the mask creates generally represents the unconscious state of mind expressed
externally by a means of rituals, carnival or theatre.
The mask could be analysed in many different ways. As a piece of art its history
is traced back to times of primitive peoples, for the tradition of mask making evolved
with the rise of civilizations all around the world. Aesthetics and the production of
masks differ with culture and the needs of society, but the fundamental principles are
basically the same – by using symbolic colours, patterns, figures etc. masks become
artifacts of Supreme Reality. It disengages one from the conception of linear time and
introduces us to Cosmic time, while the union of mask and ritual leads the community
back to the cycle of Universe. Cosmic time as such should be interpreted with regard
to spiritual and naturalistic philosophical aspects. The moment the mask is put on time
loses value and Nature comes into the reality of sacred time, created with the help of
112
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concealing identity. This change of perception in time has tremendous importance to all
members of the social unit mostly because it conveys to one the origins of the creation
of the World, and within this world, all gods, demons or spirits become a presence in
the reality of living creatures. Once brought into the cosmic time of life, the human
being turns into a feeble mirage while ritualistic action becomes the manifestation
of Nature or Life as a whole. As time is just a means for people to understand their
own surroundings it does not reflect the inner identity of person. By using a mask –
becoming just a part, not the centrepiece of Nature – people take a risk to journey into
the their unconsciousness that is ironically a time travel back to the primary stage of
everything that is metaphysical and inexpressible by language or science.
In the context of timelessness Yamahage could be considered as a divinity
bringing the community to Supreme reality. Changing the flow of time, “masked spirits”
eliminate society’s disposition to think civilized and in a rather limited way, while at
the same time provoking it to experience the differences between two realities that exist
in both the collective mind of community and the sacred place. Coming down from
the sacred mountains, the Yamahage undergoes the stages of understanding his or her
relation with the Universe; the fear, which the mask initiates, is a vehicle that reduces
rationality and guides one to the space of indefiniteness, what could also be called ‘a
sacred mind’. In the end, this transformation causes the denial of consciousness and the
conversion into unconsciousness.
At this point, psychology comes into the spotlight with the term of persona
explaining how some members of particular communities possess the same characteristic
features and eventually the mask becomes a means to portray it. Burckhardt says
that the very word persona, somewhat “designate[s] both the mask and the role”.113
Using the same term, Jung describes the phenomena of conscious personality being
an arbitrary segment of the collective psyche. He focuses on the personal identity
that was repressed or denied,
which is later discovered to
be the same as the collective
unconsciousness, which leads us
to the notion that the personality
we think we have is absolutely
the same as the personality of
other community members. 114
This suggests the idea that
through the persona, a collective
psyche can be understood
more clearly as the individual
Fig 1. Yamahage and Namahage (by Usui)
experience reflects the thought
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of society and its collective sensation of the surroundings. Having this in mind, the
analysis of the mask becomes even more interesting. Applying the idea that persona is
“only the mask for collective psyche“ 115 we can grasp its main funtions: to depict the
fundamental features or identity that is common to the commnity members and remind
them what part in the community they should play.
By concealing the real identity, a transformation into gods, devils and all
kinds of other beings becomes the essential function of the mask. In terms of myth,
one wearing a mask could represent a hero experiencing a metamorphosis of divinity
inside them. Society is always in need of someone to selflessly lead or stand out as
an example, and probably because of this urgency to have one sacrifice all desires
and repress his or her freedom of choice, the necessity of a masked man appears.
The community itself forces its members to give up their identity and become the
embodiment of divinities; but who would desire to become a shape shifting creature
that has denied its origins, history and persona of upon their own volition. Masks are a
type of alienation that is apparently inevitable for a society to function. George Victor
gives a great example from Greek mythology: how Oedipus approaches society as an
outsider.
“Oedipus said, “I will speak as a stranger”, in dealing with the crime that
plagued the community. As a newcomer, unacquainted with the events and
people involved, he felt that he could serve as an agent of justice, free of any
preconception or conflict of interest. The irony of his dedication was that he
himself was the criminal. The “dark things” that he promised to uncover were
hidden in his own mind”116
This paragraph reflects the issue of mask identity and its relation to society. By putting
on a new face one voluntarily alienates himself not only from his or her own personality
but also separates himself from the community and establishes a new social status – the
outsider. As a stranger to societal origins one is allowed to induce society to accept its
normative and social morals but at the same time the costumed reveller demolishes his
focus on himself, which according to Freud is natural to human beings, yet in the end
this transformation leads to complete alienation.
These cultural heroes are the ones who maintain order in society, however it
does not necessarily mean that they do it out of pure selflessness. On the contrary,
consciously or not they preserve the cosmic law only because of an initial reciprocity
between them and the community.117 This denies the popular image of heroes being full
of unselfish devotion and idyllic passion to save humanity while carrying the symbol of
morality. Rather than that they are violent, struggling for their own pleasure as well as
caring about the satisfaction of ego they partly represent.
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Let us, now, examine more closely the tradition of Yamahage. Within it, we
get the impression that since the beginning of this cultural practice Yamahage has
been seen as a keeper of tradition and a guardian of the law of Nature and, therefore,
could be pictured as a symbol of tradition itself. However, when dressed men come
into the house, their primary intent is to get the offerings rather then teach society a
moral lesson. It seems that this side of the hero is always put aside (maybe as a form
of taboo?) so that the hero’s morality is appreciated more that the hero himself. But
what matters the most is the community’s denial of the selfishness of the hero, rather,
it emphasizes the hero’s “sacrifice, as recreation of the order in the universe”118 and
pampers him with gifts, glory and admiration.
It is a vicious cycle of society constantly committing a crime of persuading
individuals to save it by becoming strangers to the community, while those who agree
to play the role and isolate themselves later unconsciously break the cosmic order and
create the need for the restoration of society. Usually one hero is divided into many
smaller masked figures that all depict a particular side of morality. Eventually within
the society these people form their own society of outsiders living amoral lives. Finally,
as they continue to exist in the same social continuum, society becomes morally sick
and searches for medicine through the creation of new heroes.
Naturally, the question in what way community convinces its members to
become super men must be dealt with. It seems that the answer lies in the fear of losing
conscious identity, or in other words, the fear of being different from the rest of the
community members. In such circumstances, social groups look for replacements in
order to prevent some members from feeling like a stranger to it, and as a consequence,
the mask becomes a perfect solution. This is not just a simple medium where heroes
are created, but a form of matrix that takes one on a journey deep into his or her own
origins of unconscious personality. Both sides benefit from this interchange – society
gets its scapegoat for its ever-continuing sins while masked members do not have to
abandon their ego and thus become strangers to the life they know. On the contrary, it
is done during a specific sacred time when this transformation is not only required but
also allowed by the ego itself.
Ego is expressed in many ways and can certainly be found in religious
practice. All items used in rituals are strongly related to the experience of worshiping
superhuman powers, and more importantly, dedicated to the reunion with the Self.
However, is it not the ego that Freud described as the self-centred actor desiring one to
search for the Self? Could it be that the Self is just another word for unconsciousness,
which is both the desire to express yourself through cultural experience or folk art
and identify your personality? It looks like the nature of humanity is always about
conveying the inner world (ego as a desire) to outter space in order to exist in the the
world as an artifact of the person himself.
At this point, the mask as a symbol of everything that is above physical world
establishes boundaries between “us” and “them” and from a religious perspective
it might be the very element that unites community members for the same goal:
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experience the gods that are
expressions of the Self. Scott
Atran argues that humans
developed religious beliefs so
they could understand the world
better; on the other hand, this
knowledge always requires
sacrifice of “cognitive effort
(maintaining both rational and
nonrational networks of beliefs)
as well as material sacrifice
(ranging from human sacrifice
to prayer time)”119 which means
Fig 2. Korean Masks (by Jaes H. Grayson)
that spiritual beings are always
seeking for the attention of worshipers. But if we consider gods to be just a form of the
Self, the perspective of ego constantly searching for the Self appears to be irrelevant as
the Self is more active in keeping the contact with the ego. What interests us the most
is the fact that it is humans who give images to divine creatures, and the way of how
we express this belief or admiration depends entirely on the worshipers themselves.
It means that all the tools used during rituals only describe the reality of the ego and
portrays the desires that it consciously or unconsciously poses. With regard to religious
practice, rites become a medium of irrational inner powers and suppressed gods
(that equal to repressed desires) trying to see the daylight. The one wearing the mask
feels divinity inside his or her psyche while those looking at the mask are given the
impression of divinity being around.
As this study is focused on the tradition of the Yamahage, the understanding of
Shinto beliefs and how they are represented in the mask of the Yamahage is essential.
When Joseph Campbell explained the intrinsic nature of Japanese indigenous religious
tradition, he pointed out that “Shinto, at roots, is a religion not of sermons but of
awe”.120 Yamahage is a perfect example of a cultural implement that represents the
metaphysical world and the Self, which in its nature already contains the quality of
provoking awe. Acting like an outsider to a hamlet, the Yamahage comes into the house
with the intention to scare children and women. On the other hand, what Campbell
described as awe could also be the same thing Progoff indicated as a dream or a myth
that is “a primary medium for intuitive insights into the ultimate nature of human
existence”. 121 It seems that respect mixed with wonder and fear is the same as the
unconscious nature of man, and to reveal this unspoken “dream” of the psyche one
invented myths that go hand in hand with religion, leading us back to the production of
religions rites focusing on the mask.
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This could be easily applied to the phenomena of the Yamahage mask: it is the
transpersonal state of mind or, to put it simply, it is an ultimate symbol of what people
in a hamlet experience as a community. Masks support the transformation into the kami
that provokes fidelity not only to the Supreme beings, but also to people themselves
having in mind that they are a part of Nature. The tradition of Yamahage visualises the
concealed and repressed side of community while the mask itself creates the dimension
of shared psyche that could be analysed through cultural experience by both the masked
men and the rest of the community. It gives an opportunity for everyone to be consciously
involved in the circles of collective unconsciousness and especially reflects the state of
kami that is found in everything around the community and in community itself.
In indigenous Japanese religious belief, everything around is consider to be
a manifestation of kami, meaning that divinity is already in the presence of human
reality. In this sense, it seems quite strange that the Yamahage as a supernatural comes
only at certain time of the year, and its existance is experienced only during this short
encounter. To explain this, we should bear in mind that Yamahage probably would not
provoke awe if it was a part of daily life as the conscious mind of the community is
more concentrated on the survival in Nature rather than the spiritual exploration of it.
According to Byrness the sensation of divinity is connected with the emotional attitude
of worshipper.
“If we reflect now on the types of religious people that we are or that we
know, we would probably admit that fundamental pessimism and optimism,
or a bouncing back and forth between the two, very strongly affects religious
thoughts and feelings.”122
He specified three types of believers: healthy-minded (“They refuse to feel unhappiness,
as if it were something demeaning”123), sick-soul (“maximize the evil”124) and twiceborn (“All these types must be twice-born in order to be happy. Peace cannot be
revealed by the simple addition of pluses and elimination of minuses from life. Natural
living and natural goodness are not enough. Rather, what is natural must be put aside
and salvation must be sought in some self-transcending spiritual realm”125).
The Yamahage is a representation of the third type that is concerned with the
realisation of oneself through transcendence. Both healthy-minded and sick-soul type
believers feel a need to have a spiritual guidace or supernatural powers that would
prove their meaning in the world, and in this context Yamahage becomes the symbolic
rebirth of humanity. It is a divinity, which denies positivity or negativity as antipodes
in religious experience and takes the mind of the person that is being visited into the
higher stage of self-awareness.
Every expresion of folk art is most certainly related to the collective
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unconscious. While Freud argued that symbols are replacements for real experiences,
it seems that this could not only be applied to the case of the Yamahage mask but also
to the whole expresion of folk art. This connects perfectly with the idea of myth being
the product of unconsious society in the same way that dreams are the products of
uncouscious individuality, meaning that each of them reflects the actions of the past.
However, Progoff argues that the unconscious state of the psyche is not related to the
past but rather to the future aims and behaviours, introducing the phenomena of what he
calls Organic Psyche to the analysis of the mask.126 At this point, the Yamahage could
be the mask of what Atran described as “moral gods”127 in the sense that it prevents
one from doing something that might affect the life of community, which explains the
horror and fear mask contains. It is the side effect of living in non-natural law or noncommunity-centred life that is depicted in the aesthetics of Yamahage mask. The aspect
of unconscious future in the tradition of the mask is quite similar to what the Christian
world recognises as Decalogue. In Japan it is expressed externally as a terrifying mask.
In this sense, Yamagahe becomes a representation of a potentially harsh life if one does
not obey the visualised rules already decided by the Universe. In other words, using the
universal language of symbols, that are understood because of the collective psyche,
the Yamahage mask provides one with the projection of life without order and law.
Probably the fear that is felt is not just the fear of the mask itself but rather the fear of
this possible future that cannot satisfy one’s ego, separating one from the collective
consciousness by making the person feel different from the rest of the group. In this
sense, the Yamahage could be interpreted as the function of society in order not to
alienate its people and keep the order in the collective medium.
We have been analyzing the impact of the mask on the community, but the
relation between mask and its wearer is also vitally important to discuss. Diversity in
faces of persona is more then a splendid feature of humans. Having so many different
sides of personality, one is a continuum of supernatural beings and demons at the
same time, which means that people are already full of thousands of faces. And in this
perspective, the question of why one feels the need to put on one more mask comes
along. This could be answered by applying Rollo May’s idea of daimonic nature of
personality. According to him,
“We initially experience (whether in awareness or not) the daimonic as a blind
push; it is impersonal in the sense that it makes us nature’s tool; it pushes us
toward the blind assertion of ourselves, as in rage, or in triumph of the species
by impregnating the female, as in sex. When I am in a rage, it couldn’t matter
less to me who I am or who you are; I want only to strike out and destroy
you. When a man is in intense sexual excitement, he loses his personal sense
and wants only to “make” or “lay” (as the verbs of focusing so clearly put
it) the woman, regardless of who she is. Consciousness can integrate the
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daimonic.”128
No wonder why these masks are made to be fearsome and frightening: facing the
demons inside, it is finally possible to acknowledge the desires that are repressed but
willing to come to the surface of consciousness. This is important while analysing the
nature of a Yamahage mask, mainly, because it depicts Japanese understanding of one’s
place in the circle of Nature. If we consider the Yamahage to be a daimonic creature or
messenger of the gods, the position of humans are more like a tool of higher powers,
meaning that the Yamahage mask, instead of repressing conscious desires, denies the
ego and evokes all the hidden faces of personality to unite and create the reality for
the daimonic nature. Masks are one of the methods used to indentify yourself with the
demons inside; Yamahage release the inner daimonics that on a daily basis could not
be socially allowed, but masked men producing these animalistic sounds and acting
like wild demons, according to May, overcome and fulfil their desires and let those
demons to be a part of their personality.129 Yamahage unite men with their nature and
the supressed side of humanity.
There is an intriguing theory by professor Subhash Kak stating that violence
and aggression are emotions that define the Nature of humans. According to him, it is
how people have always existed and eventually became a dominant species. However,
what he emphasizes is that this violence, in a sense, preserves the peace and order in
community and assists it while keeping unchanged tradition alive.
“Acknowledging violence as a part of the human condition helps a culture to
devise ways to confine it to the theatre of the mind. Ignoring the individual’s
propensity for violence we run the sick of continuing the mistakes that made
the last century one of the most bloody in history.”130
This could easily be applied to the psychology of Yamahage dressed men who
usually become quite likely to attack people they are visiting, especially small
children. However, through the confrontation, these demon-like creatures fulfil their
responsibility to preserve the continuation of morality and tradition. The aggression
is just a way to make villagers aware of what values and identity they want to
preserve and transmit to children. At the same time the accumulated aggression of the
community is expressed in a comparatively mild way, but it might be enough for the
smaller communities.
The tradition of Yamahage could also be viewed as a search for a new definition
of “myself”, which seems to be connected with the issue of taboo. Could it be that the
initial reason for men to change into the beast was their desire to identify the real “I”
under the cultural or social masks? It might be that this sense of selfhood is too strong
and burdensome to maintain everyday and only once a year does the commuity provide
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one with the chance to experience this great inconsistency. Alan Watts argues that,
especially nowadays, the biggest taboo is not related with the Freudian idea of repressed
sexuality but rather with the knowledge of what “I” means: “The most strongly enforced
of all known taboos is the taboo against knowing who or what you really are behind
the mask of your apparently separated, independent, and isolated ego.”131 And this is
what Yamahage actually does to men that decide to accept this challenge of answering
the question. It guides teenage boys, who are just about to experience their selfhood
through the exploration of “me,” and only when you encounter the reality of “me”
can you know how to act as if you were not you. Or could it be that Yamahage, on the
contrary, challanges the youth to define themselves through states of what they are not
(they are not Yamahage rather just the personification of supernatural)? The taboo of
identity is more than obvious; once a man puts on the mask, he submerges his conscious
ego to the same state of mind as Adam and Eve did while tasting the forbidden fruit; it
is a full acknowledgement of one’s repressed desires as well as powers. It seems that
God (that is equal to previously discussed image of the Self) hides in one’s mind and
the Yamahage finds the God.
Continuing on the topic of men experiencing the totality of their ego, we could
also add that not only do they define their individuality in terms of spiritual activity
provoked by rituals and mask, but also affirm the psychological importance of their
existence in the smallest unit of society: the family. In the eyes of a Westerner, Japan
seems to be quite a feminine-conscious country and, therefore the expression of
masculine identity is developed relatively poorly. However, the Yamahage emphasizes
the masculine power of the wild and gives opportunity for men to prove their manliness
in reality. This tradition seems to be something similar to the rituals of initiation. The
mask marks the change of becoming an adult, and acquaintances a young man with the
future role in society.132 Buruma stated that in Japan,
“Life is especially hard on boys, for they are to be achievers. It is through their
future success that families prosper. Only through the son’s achievements can
the mother assert her power. This means that the obedient son must pass all
the right exams, to get into the right school to enter all the right companies,
and yes, even to marry the right woman.”133
It is clearly indicated that the feminine side of society is expressed only through
the fulfilment of the masculine ego, but the contradictory focus is still on females.
However, the unconscious need to separate from the woman and just for a short time
period establish male-only-orientated freedom of will naturally becomes inevitably
necessary. And in Oga peninsula, the mask of Yamahage satisfies this necessity. Not
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only does it allows men to feel incautious about the realization of women’s expectation,
but also experience their individuality in terms of gender.
The mask of the Yamahage represents many different sides of community
life as well as the diversity of personality. Primarly, it is associated with the state of
uncosciousness and its contradiction with the morality and social rationality, while
at the same time can be seen as a type of alienation. With the help of the mask, one
can create a new identity, undergo his selfhood and understand his or her function in
society. It seems that the mask is a perfect medium where both society and individuals
are united for the same goal: experience either collective or personal unconsciousness –
and benefit from it in different ways.
Every community focuses its consciousness on the search of moral and cultural
heroes and the Yamahage has qualities important to social structure as well as the
definition of oneself; it is someone “who accept the primacy and mystery of Nature”134
and “for whom law and moral order are the central”.135 From the perspective of
community, Yamahage keeps the law of Nature and annually reminds us how important
they are. To a young man wearing the mask of this demonic being, it represents his
hidden individuality and even the transformation into adulthood. It is a means to
explore the masculinity and ego without crossing social limitations.
The mask is simply inseparable from its aesthetics and the symbolism that are
a part of social interaction. The individual psyche that we express with the support of a
collective consciousness is both the inner and outer worlds depicted within the artistic
values of the mask. As an artefact of folk culture, masks contain the unspoken inner
desires that are culturally allowed to be expressed without the feeling of alienation. For
members, this tradition serves as a tool to feel their collective unconsciousness and as it
originates from the selfhood of united community, the expression has a massive impact
on everyone. The symbolic meanings that are developed through art take an individual
and a group of people to the metaphysical reality of the inner Self.
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X. Conclusion

Brandon Guichard and Elm Sano

As a conclusion to this book of essays I would like to offer some final thoughts on the
accumulated experiences of researching and interacting with the Yamahage of Akita,
as well as comment on the unique way in which we were allowed to research it. This
book came about because of a Project Based Learning course offered during the winter
semester of the 2012-2013 academic year at AIU. Unlike what may be experienced in a
normal class room during a normal course offered in a college, the students of the PBL
had the unique opportunity to take the classroom into the field of research and learn
not only from written documents and our professor but from those who were directly
responsible for the existence of this cultural phenomenon we were studying.
I will preface my closing remarks with the acknowledgement that each
individual in this type of course, where field research is held superior to classroom time
and theory is learned through practice, had the opportunity to develop their own unique
and self-reliant theories about what was being studied. For this reason my final analysis
cannot be a representation of the collective opinion regarding the study but only a
subjective analysis informed by all those who participated.
The case of the Yamahage presents a student studying Japanese culture with
a pertinent microcosm into the larger occurrences and issues facing the country. For
instance, the first thing noticed while studying the tradition is its threat of disappearing
due to the limited numbers of youth in the area who would take up and perpetuate
the custom. Japan is facing a decreasing population nationwide, but especially so in
the remote regions of the country like Akita where youth leave young for the many
opportunities of the city life in places like Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka, etc. In Akita, however
there is a place that is actively defying the trend and attracting youth from not only
Akita but around the country, and even the world. This place is Akita International
University. And I don’t mean to bring this up for the sake of promotion. To illustrate
what I mean and its profundity and significance for the country, I will describe one of
the experiences I was lucky enough to have this winter.
The Yamahage, as has been expressed before me in this book is a tradition
which occurs once a year during the winter: men, in straw masks and capes travel to
each town in the community, scare the children inside and finally form a pact with them
that in exchange for not taking them away, they will obey their parents, make good life
decisions, make good grades, eat their veggies, etc. This winter, the members of the
PBL not only studied and witnessed this cultural phenomenon; we truly became the
phenomenon. We students, Japanese and international, put on the masks and capes,
walked through the snow and into the homes of community members, roaring, and
scaring the children ourselves—we were the Yamahage.
On one occasion, myself and fellow student Elm Sano were able to participate
in a community Yamahage event which ceased to occur in the community for some years,
due to the aforementioned problem of a lack of youth and also monetary issues. The
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reason this particular community’s Yamahage were seen this past winter was chiefly
because of the participation of AIU: through the baseball team as well as our PBL
members, and the organization of the community leaders. The baseball players as well
as Elm and I were not native to Akita and were encountering the Yamahage for the
first time. We proceeded to dress in the masks the walk around, scare the children and
drink the sake offered to us by each home.. What is worth reporting is that it was the
relationship between the local university and the community which provided the needed
youth for the existence of the tradition this past year.
So the analysis of the country’s dilemma of rural depopopulation through the
perspective folk culture can be seen as both microcosm and metaphor, and in studying
the issue we also glimpsed one of its solutions: the relationship between university
and education and the local community. For the preservation of the Yamahage, we
found that one thing we could do that proved to be a reliable source of preservation
was simply be involved in the study of the Yamahage. And the type of study that we
were able to do allowed us the opportunity of simultaneously studying and becoming
the solution to the problem. Consider this excerpt from Elm Sano’s reflection on his
experience in the course:
The sense of being an element within the community is lost in modernity and
can be seen in the urban areas of Japan. The Yamahage as a communal ritual
is potentially one advantageous feature to life in modern urban society. Akita
and rural life were underestimated in my perception, whereas those of urban
and international communities were overestimated due to the individual
background life-experience I had of growing up in a western suburb of Tokyo.
The city life contributed to a felt sense of alienation. What I learned in studying
the Yamahage is the importance that folk culture in the local community has
in educating the young so that they may inherit the culture and maintain the
sustainable environment for the community. The PBL course provided me
new experiences and opportunity to reconnect myself with a community by
not only studying it but participating in their customs. My perception towards
Akita after the PBL and study of Yamahage was radically changed for the
positive. The sense of belonging and connection to the rest of the community is
necessary for both the individual and the community.
The knowledge we would like to pass down to the future generations of PBL’s that
study this very thing (there will be 3 years of them) can be read in the preceding papers
written on different aspects of the phenomena. The PBL is designed so that the students
own the means of their own production within the classroom. It was not a necessity
to write a book of journals or make a video archive; it was a decision made by the
students, and one that we thought would best objectify the knowledge and experience
we gained.
The way in which we gained this experience was through field research. We
often hear of the ideal that we, as students, should be able to turn theory in to practice,
but perhaps we too often gloss over the way in which that theory comes into being.
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It is not the case in a PBL that students sit idly in desks as professors profess what
they’ve learned through their undergraduate and graduate experience, culminating in
a test or mandated paper. We are not reading books about theory and then seeing if we
can apply them to the real world; we are actively engaging in the real world and then
manufacturing theories. A course that offers this amount of field research has the ability
to transcend both the physical and mental walls placed around the student in current
forms of academia. We hope all these advantages and knowledge help the future in
further theorizing the significance of this unique piece of folk culture. Consider this
personal response to the course written by Elm Sano:
The course had an unusual character from any courses available in the
university in the past. The class size was relatively smaller-scaled which is not
new for this school. However, the students were expected to act upon their own
accord and to be independent from the instructor of this group project. The
teacher of our PBL served as the program host/ coordinator for the class and
gave supplemental lecture sessions when necessary. The course provided most
of us the initial opportunity to encounter and to engage in the local community
neighboring the campus. And the interactions that the PBL project group made
for their academic field research itself brought new insights to the perception
of participants of the traditions of Akita and the folk rituals that accompanied
them.
We hope our knowledge will help the future Yamahage researchers who seek to find
meaning in culture and community, continuing to use the benefit of a university to
increase the collective awareness of ourselves and our community.
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From The Introduction:
"This is a book of essays written by the group of Akita
International University students who participated in the
2012-2013 Winter Semester, Project-Based-Learning
course on Folk Culture in Japan. The focus of our study
was the Yamahage of Akita Prefecture. Each winter, men
dressed in straw masks and capes in Akita Prefecture,
known as Yamahage, visit the homes of each community
member, seeking to frighten the children who live in each
of them. The children, always in fear and horror answer the
Yamahage’s questions of ” Will you obey your parents?”,
“Will you get good grades?” etc. with acquiescence. In
return for ensuring the good conscience of their children,
parents in each home offer the Yamahage sake and treats
for the rest of their travels. The tradition repeats itself each
year and the children who were once frightened become
the Yamahage themselves.As a class, we had the unique
opportunity of becoming the Yamahage, ourselves: we
travelled through the snow, wore the masks, drank the sake
and scared the children. This was the way in which we were
able to study this tradition. Along with it, we explored the
issues and theories surrounding the general nature of folk
culture and Japanese folklore. This book summarizes our
thoughts throughout the semester. We hope you enjoy."

